
In the Matter of Petition of 
Minnesota State Bar Association, 

PETITION TO AMEND MINNESOTA 
CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPON- 

a Minnesota nonprofit Corpora- ) SIBILITY RESPECTING LAWYER 
tion, for Adoption of an Amendment) ADVERTISING AND TO DISMISS 
to Canon 2 of the Minnesota Code ) PRIOR PETITION. 
of Professional Responsibility 1 

To the Supreme Court of the State of Minnesota: 

Petitioner, Minnesota State Bar Association ("MSBA"), 

petitions the Court and alleges: 

1. MSBA is a Minnesota nonprofit corporation composed 

of attorneys at law duly licensed and admitted to practice be- 

fore this Court. More than 83% of all lawyers so licensed and 

admitted are members of MSBA. The government of MSBA is vested 

in the MSBA General Assembly and House of Delegates which 

regularly meet only once a year at the Annual Convention in 

June of each year. Interim authority is conferred on the MSBA 

Board of Governors and authority between meetings of the Board 

of Governors is conferred on the MSBA Executive Committee. 

2. MSBA in October 1976 petitioned this Court for an 

amendment of the Code of Professional Responsibility to liber- 

alize Code provisions dealing with lawyer advertising in 



accordance with its proposal for a "General Practice Identifi- 

cation Plan". This Court held hearings on this petition, set 

the matter for argument before this Court on February 17, 1977 

and heard argument at that time. Owing to the then pendency of 

Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, dealing with lawyer advertising, -------- 

before the United States Supreme Court, a final determination 

with respect to MSBA's petition, with the consent of MSBA, was 

deferred indefinitely and is still pending. 

3. On June 27, 1977, the United States Supreme Court 

issued its decision in Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, holding v----s-- ------ 

that the Bates & O'Steen Legal Clinic in Phoenix, Arizona, had 

a right guaranteed by the First Amendment to the United States 

Constitution to publish its newspaper advertisement and that 

discipline or rebuke of the advertising lawyers under a pro- 

hibition on lawyer advertising contained in the Arizona Code of 

Professional Responsibility was therefore unconstitutional. 

While the Supreme Court was unanimous in holding that the pro- 

hibition in the Code which had been adopted by the Arizona 

Supreme Court, an agency of the state government of Arizona, 

was not violative of the Sherman Antitrust Act, it was split 5 

to 4 on the constitutional question. In deciding that question 

the majority opinion indicated, among other things, that: 

a. The lawyer's constitutional right to advertise and 
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the public's right to know, in general, are 

governed by whether information is likely to be 

supplied that will be relevant to the selection of 

a suitable lawyer by members of the public. 

b. Advertising of any kind that is false, deceptive or 

misleading may be prohibited by the appropriate 

state authority. 

C. While law must be recognized as being a business as 

well as a profession, lawyer advertising may be 

different from other kinds of advertising, per- 

mitting the appropriate state authority to make 

regulations as to lawyer advertising, beyond merely 

prohibiting what is false or misleading, that limit 

assertions as to the quality of legal services, 

include needed limitations or disclaimers, forbid 

"in- person" solicitation, recognize special 

problems of the use of the electronic media or 

qualify the time, place and manner of advertising. 

4. Immediately following the Bates decision, the -- 

American Bar Association ("ABA") activated a Task Force on Law- 

yer Advertising which produced two models for changes in the 

ABA Code of Professional Responsibility to respond to the 

Bates decision, v-m these being known as Proposals A and B. A 

majority of the ABA Task Force recommended Proposal A while 
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calling for dissemination of both A and B to all the states. 

This recommendation was approved by the ABA Board of Governors 

and by the ABA House of Delegates at the ABA's Annual Meeting 

in August, 1977. Meanwhile, parallels to this action were 

occurring in Minnesota under direction of MSBA. A Task Force 

on Lawyer Advertising of MSBA was appointed consisting of law- 

yers representing various points of view on the advertising 

question, with a charge of producing a recommendation or prob- 

ably two recommendations representing contrasting approaches 

for Minnesota. Initially, the MSBA Task Force focused its 

study on ABA Proposals A and B, but by consensus determined to 

develop, as a substitute for ABA Proposal B, a Proposal C that 

was thought to be more representative than B of the non- 

regulatory point of view. Minnesota Proposal C was derived 

from a Discussion Draft on Lawyer Advertising published by the 

ABA Ethics Committee on December 6, 1975 that was never adopted 

by the ABA. Minnesota Proposal A was developed as an implemen- 

tation and adaptation of ABA Proposal A. The MSBA Task Force 

therefore presented to the MSBA Board of Governors at its meet- 

ing of November 19, 1977 both Minnesota Proposal A and Minne- 

sota Proposal C. The MSBA had determined, after soliciting 

comments from members, to present a proposal to this Court and 

gave notice that the matter would be decided by the MSBA Board 

of Governors at that meeting. After extensive presentation and 

debate, the MSBA Board of Governors took a preliminary vote in 

which members of the Board expressed their views as follows: 
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25 for approval of Minnesota Proposal A, 11 for Minnesota 

Proposal C and 4 for deferring action. After argument that the 

matter might wait for the MSBA Annual Convention in June, 1978, 

a motion, to transmit to this Court immediately Minnesota 

Proposal A, ABA Proposal B and Minnesota Proposal C with the 

recommendation to this Court that it adopt Minnesota Proposal 

A, pass,ed by a vote of 28 to 13. This petition responds to 

that action. Minnesota Proposal A is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 1. ABA Proposal B and Minnesota Proposal C are 

separately filed herewith, as Exhibits 2 and 3 respectively, 

for the Court's information. 

5. In carrying out the direction of the MSBA Board of 

Governors to file this petition, the MSBA Executive Committee 

has considered the divergent opinions expressed by the Task 

Force, MSBA's various committees and individual members, ex- 

pressions from the media and the public and the growing exper- 

ience and precedents available from the ABA and the bar assoc- 

iations, courts and commentators in the various states. The 

MSBA Executive Committee believes that prompt adoption of 

Minnesota Proposal A by this Court would be desirable for the 

following reasons: 

a. A failure to make responsive changes in the very 

near future would inhibit lawyers who may legiti- 

mately wish to offer their services to the public 

but would be forced to assert constitutional rights 
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in the face of prohibitions in the present Minne- 

sota Code of Professional Responsibility and who 

presently lack any set of guidelines as to the 

nature of proper lawyer advertising. Because the 

flow of information relevant to lawyer selection 

would thus be inhibited, the public would be denied 

its right to acquire such information. 

b. Minnesota Proposal A provides lawyers the oppor- 

tunity to disseminate, and the public the right to 

acquire, virtually all kinds of information rele- 

vant to lawyer selection without immediately sacri- 

ficing the traditional standards of professionalism 

and dignity that the United States Supreme Court 

and lawyers generally feel may still differentiate 

advertising legal services from advertising the 

products of the marketplace. It provides rea- 

sonable and wholesome regulation in all those areas 

the Supreme Court itself reserved for future con- 

sideration: quality assertions, limitations and 

disclaimers, "in-person" solicitation, the elec- 

tronic media and the time, place and manner of 

advertising. It thus represents a responsible 

middle course between those asserting, on the one 

hand, that present changes should not go beyond the 

specific Bates & O'Steen advertisement and those 
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urging, on the other hand, immediate institution of 

"wide-open" advertising subject only to restraints 

on what is false or misleading. There is every 

present indication in Bates that such reasonable -- 

and responsible regulation will be sustained. 

C. Minnesota Proposal A will enhance the flow of legi- 

timate information relevant to lawyer selection to 

the public because, unlike any other plan sug- 

gested, it provides the well-intentioned lawyer 

with understandable guidelines and the public with 

objective means of identifying and comparing law- 

yers. Proposal A provides 26 broad and definite 

kinds of permissible advertising statement and more 

than 30 comprehensible categories of law practice 

that will enable the public to find and compare 

lawyers in a needed field. It contains flexible 

procedures for expansion of both lists if exper- 

ience ever requires such expansion. It facilitates 

conformity by lawyers and permits discipline under 

uniform and objective standards. 

d. Minnesota Proposal A is consistent with many of the 

objectives sought by MSBA in its previous petition 

for the "General Practice Identification Plan", but 

necessarily has broader concerns and objectives 

since the Bates decision. --I 
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e. Minnesota Proposal A provides general conformity 

with ABA Proposal A and the predominantly proposed 

plans for lawyer advertising in other states. 

WHEREFORE, Petitioner respectfully requests this Court 

to dismiss petitioner's petition for the "General Practice 

Identification Plan" and to amend Canon 2 of the Minnesota Code 

of Professional Responsibility in accordance with Minnesota 

Proposal A attached hereto or such minor modifications thereof 

as may be further suggested by Petitioner or develop as a 

result of any hearing this Court may hold on this petition. 

December ye, 1977 MINNESOTA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION 
a Minnesota Non-Profit Corporation 

ecutive Committ e: 

+ 
siden 

---- 

CONRAD M. 
Secretary-Treasurer 
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Exhibit 1 -------- 

Minnesota Proposal A on LawEr Advertising ~-- ---- -------- 

Changes in Canon 2 of Minnesota Code of Professional Responsibility 

(Only sections containing deletions or 
additions are quoted. If not quoted, 
sections remain unchanged.) 

Canon 2 

A Lawyer Should Assist the Legal Profession in Fulfill 
Its Duty to Make Legal Counsel Available 

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

EC 2-l. * * * 

ing 

Recognition of Legal Problems 

EC 2-2. The legal profession should assist *aymen lamersons --_- to recognize legal problems because such problems may not be 
self-revealing and often are not timely noticed. Therefore, 
lawyers aetiffg-und~r-~reper-a~3~~ee~ should encourage and par- 
ticipate in educational and public relations programs concern- 
ing our legal system with particular reference to legal prob- 
lems that frequently arise. Sue~-ed~ea~ieffa~-~reg~a~6-s~e~~~ 
~-m~titrat~d-B~-a-ae%~~~-Ce-BeffciiQ-ake-p~~~~~-~a~~e~-fhaa-te 
~~tain-pn~~i~it~-~r-~m~dgmtnt-far-part~eu~~~-~aw~e+:s~--B~- 
ampltts-af-ptrmissi~~e-aet-itrieies-iffe~~$e Preparation of 
in&i&&ienal advertisements and professional articles for lay 
publications and participation in seminars, lectures, and civic 
programs should be motivated by a desire to educate thequblic -~------------ ------------------- ----- 

!ss of legal needs and to nrovide information rele- to an awarene ---_-- ---T----- ---__----- 
vant to the selection of the most-ET-e counsel rather -F--------T---I-- -- - --- ~-------- 
than to obtain_l?ublicity for particular lawyers. ------- B+&-a-4awye* 
~a-parti~~s-u~~-aeti~l-i5~~~-~r~effa~-sula- 
*icity-; The problems of advertising on television require 
special consideration~-duetot~estvle.cost. and transitorv 

--------------z-----A-T-__- -.-- - - --- 

nature of such media 
-z.-z-------I-T----L 

--v-------P If the interests of laypersons in re- L--- ----- ---___-- 
y-served ~- ceiving relevant lawyer advertising are not-ade@a?61 -- -- -T-------7-? -----7~- --I 

by print media and radio advertislng and if adesate safe- - - ------- ------- r-s-------s- ------ 
zards to protect the public can reasonably be formulated, -------------- 
television advertising may serve a public interest. ---__---------- -_--- ---------- 
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EC 2-3. Whether a lawyer acts properly in volunteering 
in-Person advice to a Layman layperson to seek legal services 
depends upon the circumstances. The giving of advice that one 
should take legal action could well be in fulfillment of the 
duty of the legal profession to assist saymen laypersons in 
recognizing legal problems. The advice is proper only if moti- 
vated by a desire to protect one who does not recognize that he 
may have legal problems or who is ignorant of his legal rights 
or obligations. Heneei- the-advice It is improper if motivated 
by a desire to obtain personal benefit, secure personal public- 
ity, or cause &itigatien legal action to be BretlgkC taken 
merely to harass or injure another. Bbvieue&lyr A lawyer should 
not initiate an in-person contact with a non-client, d&reek&y 
car-indireelQ+ personally or through a representative, for the 
purpose of being retained to represent him for compensation. 

EC 2-4. Since motivation is subjective and often difficult to 
judge, the motives of a lawyer who volunteers in-person advice 
likely to produce legal controversy may well be suspect if he 
receives professional employment or other benefits as a result. 
A lawyer who volunteers in-person advice that one should obtain 
the services of a lawyer generally should not himself accept 
employment, compensation, or other benefit in connection with 
that matter. However, it is not improper for a lawyer to vol- 
unteer such advice and render resulting legal services to close 
friends, relatives, former clients (in regard to matters ger- 
mane to former employment), and regular clients. 

EC 2-5. A lawyer who writes or speaks for the purpose of edu- 
cating members of the public to recognize their legal problems 
should carefully refrain from giving or appearing to give a 
general solution applicable to all apparently similar individ- 
ual problems, since slight changes in fact situations may re- 
quire a material variance in the applicable advice; otherwise, 
the public may be misled and misadvised. Talks and writings by 
lawyers for &aymetl laypersons should caution them not to 
attempt to solve individual problems upon the basis of the in- 
formation contained therein. 

Selection of a Lawyer+--Genera&&y 

EC 2-6. * * * 

EC 2-7. Changed conditions, however, have seriously restricted 
the effectiveness of the traditional selection process. Often 
the reputations of lawyers are not sufficiently known to enable 
&aymetl laypersons to make intelligent choices. The law has 
become increasingly complex and specialized. Few lawyers are 
willing and competent to deal with every kind of legal matter, 
and many Laymen laypersons have difficulty in determining the 
competence of lawyers to render different types of legal 
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services. The selection of legal counsel is particularly dif- 
ficult for transients, persons moving into new areas, persons 
of limited education or means, and others who have little or n 
contact with lawyers. Lack of information about the avail- 
ability of lawyers, the qualifications of particular lawyers, 
and the expense of leqal representation leads laypersons to 
avoid seeking legal advice. 

.O 

EC 2-8. Selecton of a lawyer by a ~a~ma~-e~teR-~e-~ke-~e~~~t 
ef-the layperson should be made on an informed basis. Advice 
and recommendation of third parties--relatives, friends, ac- 
quaintances, business associates, or other lawyers--and-dis- 
closure of relevant information about the lawyer and his prac- 
tice may be helpful. A layman layperson is best served if the 
recommendation is disinterested and informed. In order that 
the recommendation be disinterested, a lawyer should not seek 
to influence another to recommend his employment. A lawyer 
should not compensate another person for recommending him, for 
influencing a prospective client to employ him, or to encourace 
future recommendations. Advertisements and p - ublic communica- 
tions, whether in law lists, telephone directories, newspapers, 
other forms of print media or radio, should be formulated to 
convey only information that is necessary to make an appropri- 
ate selection. Such information includes: (1) office infor- 
mation, such as, name, including name of law firm and names of 
professional associates; addresses; telephone numbers; credit 
card acceptability; fluency in foreign lanquages; and office 
hours; (2) relevant biographical information; (3) description 
of a particular field or fields of practice, or non-practice of 
the lawyer (or, when authorized, law firm) as specified under 
DR 2-105(a) or a statement of the lawyer (or, when authorized, 
law firm) as specified under DR 2-105(a) that the lawyer is a 
recognized specialist in a particular field or fields of law or 
law practice; and (4) permitted fee information. Laudation of 
the lawyer (or law firm), by himself or by others, testi- 
monials, statements of the quality of services to be rendered, 
comparative statements as to the lawyer's (or law firm's) fees 
or services in relation to those of others and statements of 
performance records are undignified, are primarily solicitative 
rather than informative and are apt to be misleading to the 
public. They should be avoided. 

Selection of a Lawyer: ~~e~tssiena~-~t~~e~-~~~~~~~~~gfi 
Lawyer Advertising 
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srning legal services, the 
1rnE 1 ---- ,-.Jice of a lawyer 
and Prior experience with unrestricted lawyer advertising, re- 
quire that special care be taken by lawyers to avoid misleading 
1' .-. - tne public and to assure that the informatF&K-net fort) 
advertlsins is relevant to the selectlnn ni 

--__ --- -,,,.I in any 
___ -1 a lawyer. The 

lawyer must be mindful that the benefits of lawyer advertising 
depend upon its reliability and accuracy. . . - Examples of informa- 
tion in lawver advertisina that would he derentive inpltldn d ------ ..---- -- ----r---- _.._hUU_ mis- 
statements of fact, sugqestions that the ingenuity or prior 
record of a lawyer rather than the Iustlce of the claim are the 
principal factors likely to determine the result, inclusion of . - information irrelevant to selectina 2 lawvor.. : I - --"J", 
tions concerning the quality of service, 

and representa- 
which cannot be mea- 

sured or verified. I--' . - Statements that a lawyer's practice is __ -. ~~ 'limited to" or "concentrated in" a certain field f __ 33: fields of 
law or that otherwise imply some warranty of competence in a 
particular field or fields except in connection with recogni- 
tion under a regulated plan of specialization are likely to be 
misleadlnq or deceptive. Statements that imply that a law firm 
has a competence or capacity or practices in a field or fields 
of law beyond those of its lndlvldual members are also likely 
to be deceptive or misleading. _- - Since lawyer advertising is 
calculated and not snontaneous. reasonable rrwmlati c - ----------- -- ,-,--ion of lawyer 
advertising designed to foster compliance with appropriate 
standards serves the public interest without impeding the flow 
of useful, meaningful, and relevant information to the public. 

EC 2-10. ~~keds-e~-a~~e+4~~;i~~-g,~a~~a~~~~~~-t-~~8ke-elajes- 
C~eff~-BLaLe~-aBeue-~~e~~~-~e-a~a-a~e-~~~~~~~e~~w~~ewe~e~~~~~e 
~seip~i~ar~-Rtl~es-~e~~g~~~e-~~e-~a~~e-0~-g~~~~g-a~~~fi~a~ee-~~ 
Cke-se~ee~ieff-~reee~~-~~~e~g~-~e~~~-e~-aa~~~~~~~~g-~~a~-~~~~~6~ 
i~effL~~ieaL~~+I-~i-a-~aw~e~-~~~~e-a~e~~~~g-~~e~-e~~ee~~e~s~--~e~ 
esaHlp~e,-a-~aw~er-~a~-~e-~~e~~~~~e~-~~-~~e-~~a~~~~~e~-6ee~~e~ 
~-~4e-Le~epkeffe-airec~er~~-i~-~ke-e~iie~~~~di~g-ai~eehe~~~ 
affd-eeff-kis-~etCerkead-affd-pre~e66~e~a~-ea~~~--~~~-a~-a~~-bifflef, 
~ke-perHli~~e~-seaiee~-~~e~~~-~e-~~g~~~~e~-a~-ae~~~a~e~ A 
lawyer should ensure that the information contained in any ad- 
vertisinq which the lawyer publishes, broadcasts or causes to 
be published or broadcast is relevant, is disseminated in an 
oblective and understandable fashion, and would facilitate the 
prospective client's ability to compare the qualifications of 
the lawyers available to represent him. A lawyer should strive 



to communicate such information without undue emphasis upon ---_-_ st _ --1--~----~-~---------------------------- ------_ -- 
-LYI”---,-- _ _ and acveytisinp strateqems which serve to hinder rather --------T---------------------- 
than to facllitate-inteii~qent selection of counsel ---------7---------------- Because 
technological than% 

---em--------a--------'--------- 
--w--e- ------__ is a recurrent feature of communications 
forms 

------I----------------------T--------- 
----m-L,-------_-- --_- and because Qerceptions of what is relevant in lawyer 
selection may chans lawyer-a~veriis?nq-r~~~i~~~~~~-~~~~l~-not L-e- be-casi-in-riqid-unchan~e~~i~~~~~~--Mac~i~ery-Ts-t~erefore-- 
---~--------- w----L--,-v-m -------------------- 
available to advertisers 

------T------ 
and consumers for prompt consideration --------~------ 

of-EroEosais-to-c~~~~-~~~~~i~~-~~~~~~~~~-lawyer advertising --- -- ------------ ------------ ------- ---- --_---------- z 
The determination of any request for such change should depend ------?--~- -_- 
uEon-w~~t~~r-t~e-EroEosal~~s-necessaryin-iiq6t of existing --------~--- -- -------------- ------ 
Code Erovlslons, 

--~----------- 
accords with standards of --__- --_--_ whether the proposal ~-T-7--------- -- -------------------------- 

accuracy, a------ reliability and truthfulness I-- ----- --- and whether the era- 
Eosal would facilitate-in~ormed-~~i~~~~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~-p~~~n- 
tiai-consumers of legal services ------------------- -----------'---- ------------------- --- Representatives of lawyers 
and consumers should be heard in addition to the wplicant -------~-----------------------------------?-- ------ 
concernlnq any proposed change. ----m-e-- --- Any change which is agproved ----- should be prornulqat<d-i6-%e Torm-of-an-arnenament-to-5he Code ---------- ----- --------------?------~--T----------~-- 
so that all lawyers Eracticlnq ----------em--- ---- in the lurlsdlctlon may avail ---T---- ------_- ~--~~------_-- 
themselves of its erovislons 

------ 
------------------ s--------z 

EC 2-11. The name under which a lawyer conducts his practice 
may be a factor in the selection process. The use of a trade 
name or an assumed name could mislead 'fagmen layeersons con- 
cerning the identity, responsibility, 

------ 
and status of those prac- 

ticing thereunder. Accordingly, a lawyer in private practice 
should practice only under a designation containing his own 
name, 

------,---------------- 
the name of a lawyer employing him, a-partnership-name 

eempesed-es the name of one or more of the lawyers practicing 
in a partnership, or, if permitted by law, i-rr the name of a 
professional legal corporation, which should be clearly desig- 
nated as such. For many years some law firms have used a firm 
name retaining one or more names of deceased or retired part- 
ners and such practice is not improper if the firm is a bona 
fide successor of a firm in which the deceased or retired per- 
son was a member, if the use of the name is authorized by law 
or by contract, and if the public is not misled thereby. How- 
ever, the name of a partner who withdraws from a firm but con- 
tinues to practice law should be omitted from the firm name in 
order to avoid misleading the public. 

EC 2-12. * * * 

EC 2-13. * * * 

EC 2-14. In some instances a lawyer confines his practice to a 
particular field of law. In the absence of state controls to 
insure the existence of special competence, a lawyer should not 
be permitted to hold himself out as a recognized specialist or ---- ---- 
as having special training or ability, e&her-&an except in the ---- - 
historically excepted fields of admiralty, trademark, and 
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patent law. A lauer 
vertisinq 

may however --- ---- L-------r--~~~~~~~~~ indicate inJermitted ad- 
to the extent otherwise-au ----_ r------ --~~ thorized in this-co&%--- ---------- 

statements that he or 
------T---T------L 

actices or does not practice 7---------- more-Eart~~iar-are~sor fields of law or 
in one or ------------- 

I_-- ---_--------___--- if and to the -,__L--r-------------- 
ndicate that he is a recoq- -------------------- - afte --_- 

alis 
extent here --------- 
nized geci -I--- --- 
he practice --- 7---- specialist - --;----1 
xnized spe ----- 

s or ---- 
he '-T-- cial --- 

of law in which 
does not practice, .-------- but is not-a%E2&%dW--- ----- 

should avoi~-any-~~iicatTon-~~~~-~~ is a rec- .ist,---------- - --------------------- 
,--- 

EC 2-15. z * * 

EC 2-16. * * * 

Financial Ability to Employ Counsel: Persons Able to Pay 
Reasonable Fees 

EC 2-17. * * * 

EC 2-18. The determination of the reasonab.leness of a fee re- 
quires consideration of all relevant circumstances, including 
those stated in the Disciplinary Rules. The fees of a lawyer 
will vary according to many factors, including the time re- 
quired, his experience, ability, and reputation, the nature of 
the employment, the responsibility involved, and the results 
obtained. It is a commendable and long-standing tradition of 
the bar that special consideration is given in the fixing of 
any fee for services rendered another lawyer or a member of his 
immediate family. 

* * * 

DISCIPLINARY RULES 

DR 2-101. Publicity in-Genefag 

(A) A lawyer shall not prepa~ei-eaase-te-be-~~e~~~~~ on 
behalf of himself, his partner, 

r-m- 
associate or ---------~------- any other 

lawyer affiliated with 
------ 

him or hiair%--u%q-or par- ---,-------------------------------L 
ticipate in the use ofi any form of public communication 
t~at-cantains-prafess~ena~~~-se~f-~~ud~te~~-st~te~e~t~ 
ea3eu~ated-te-att~eet-~6y-e~~ents~-us-~6e~-ke~e~~~-~~u~~~e 
eewmunieatien~-~ne~u~es ?-Bit-is-Ret-~imite~-te~-eem~~~~- 
eal~e~-B~-rnea~s-ei-te~e~~6~e~~-~a~~e~-rne~~e~-~~et~~e~ 
~ewspa~e~l-maqa0i~e7-e~-~ee~ containing a false fraudu- 
lent, misleading ----7--- r---- deceptive 

------_ ------&---,-- 
L-m.-- laudatory or unfair statement 

or claim. 
-------------- 

-m-P-- 
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In order to facilitate the process .---- -----y------7-=---- of informed selection -------~------~-- 
or a lawyer by potential consumers of legal Services, a -------- - - ------~----- 

:oadcast- subEct t5--DE--2-103 ------r--- the --_---___ 
-distribut 

-L-s- 
ad or over 

lawyer may p 
--- 

ublish or br --7---- ?ollowina information in Eint media ----- --7-- -geographic 
b- ~~ ._- 

--~- ------s-L- 

: area or areas in which --------?------------ 
aintains offices or in which CsiE ------- -__-------_---__ 

radio broadc, --e-w--- asted in the --- 
the lawyer resides or ml ------_ 
nificant part of the lawyer's client ----- -------- --------~ 
that the information disclosed by t 7----- ------~~ 
lication or broadcac --__ -------i--2 
presented in a dignified manner: 

ele reside !s, proyided ---------- - --- 
----- :he lawyer in such pub- 
;t comElies-withDR2-10iTA)----- --- and is ------ ------------------L------- 

(1) Name ---------L-~---- including name of law firm and names of 
Erofessional associatesT-aaaresses-an~-teieEhone -------------I--------------- --- 
numbers- ------I 

To the extent, ------ but only to the extent, authorized 
---A-----?---- 

under DR2-105,-a-statement-o~-~~~ --7-- or more fields of ------ law in which the lawyer practices 
----__------- 

------------- a si tatement that -- ~---~---L-------. 
the lawyer does not Factice 

------ 
--- _--------- in one or more field s of .-- ---- ----- 
law or does not practiceinfiei~s-ot~er-than any ~~--=--~,- ----------------Tag----- . . . T -~ rlela or rielas of Eactice ne has specifies or a ------------- ---- 
statement that the lawyer sPeciaiizes in-s-Dartic . 
7--- 

-'ular -- _ I-------~----~---'~----------~-~--------- 
ay publish or 7 - -------- - _- - -L2 -- 

fiela or law practice; law firms m -_-------- -------------. 
broadcast like statements of Eractice, -- __----- non-practice 
or geciaiiza?ion-i? thegublication-or broaacast is --- ---------------- 
not misleading -------- in statig ~??@?i,$$j- - ----- - I---- -- - 

----T-T---- that individual ----------_--__ 



lawyers in the firmxractice or specialize in fields --- --- ------y-- ------;----- other than their actualJractlce or speclaltyor that ------ --- ------ -- 
the law firm or all its lawyers2ractice or specia‘Z- ~--~-~---~~~--~~----~------ --- --- ---- ------ 
lze in all the fields of law specified unless that is t~efact,l------------ ------------__-- 
------ 

(3) Date and place of birth, ------ --- ---w-------L 

(4) Date and place of admission to the bar of state and -------- federal courts~---------------------------------- 
--------p-L 

(5) Schools attended -----------------r---------e---m ---------I-- --- with dates of graduation 
and other scholastic distinctions= 

degrees 
----------------------------h 

(6) Public or quasi-public offices- ------------ ----- ---------e---L 

(7) Military service; --e-B-- ---- 

(8) --- Legal authorships* ------ -L 

(9) Legal teaching position1 ------- ------ 

----------,_rT-____-I-----___-______-__ (10) Memberships offices and committee assignments in 
bar assoclatlons* 

------L--- 
---------e--L 

(11) Membershti and offices in lqal fraternities and ------------ ,-~------------ ---- 
legal societies* 

----------- 
-- -----w-.----L 

(12) Technical and professional licenses- __---I---_~ ------.----------w--L 

(13) Memberships in scientific technical and professional - ------- -- --m-----L---- 
associations and societies* 

------ -------_ 
----- -------w----L 

(14) Foreign language ability2 -----I_ -- ------- 

(15) Names and addresses of bank references= --------B----------------------------L 

(16) With their written consent names of clients -------- 
regularly 

------6---------------- 
-- --- represented- -- ------r 

(17) Prepaid or ------ -___-- soup legal 
lawyey_Eartic~atZ*-- 

services programs in which the ___----- ---------------- 
--- - ------ ----L 

(18) Whether credit cards or other credit arrangements are -------w-s-- -----------_I 
accepted; 

----__------- ---------- 
---- - 

(19) Office and tele@one answering service hours- __-_--_--_------- ---------- -----------w-L 

(20) Fee for an initial consultation* ------------ ---------------I. 

(21) Availability upon rsest of a written schedule of -----l_-l ---- __-_---_---------------~ 
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fees and/or ----_ an estimate of the fee to be chaged for "-----,---------------------------- 
snecific services: 

-----_ 

(22) Contingent fee rates subject to DR 2-106(C), Erovided -----e-v -------------;--- ---------- --- ---- 
that the statement discloses whether gercentaqes are ~~-------~--~~~~-------~~~ _---___ ----_ 
computed before or after deduction of costs* - -----------------------------------L 

Range of fees for services ---- ----------w--------L- provided that the state- 
ment discloses that the 

-- 
speci?icfee-within-the range ------------------ -----------------_ - 

which will be chaxed will vary depending upon the ---r-------- -I--_--- - --_- -- ----_ 
Eartlcular matter to be handled for each client and ------------m----e-- 
the client is entitled wit~out-oblis~-~~-~~-~~i- ---------_-----I--_-__ _____--- ---- --------- 
mate of the fee within the rame likeiy to~be-PPP--- -----I-T----';I---7------~-- 
chased 

_----__ ------ 
---r --L---, in Erlnt size equivalent to the largest --s--_-w--- -----------~------ _--- 
print used in-setting forth the fee information; 

(24) -- 

(25) ---- 

Hourly rate ----- -----r- provided that the statement discloses 
that the total fee chargeawiii-depen~-~~n-the--- --------------- ------- ----- 
number of hours which must be devoted to the par- ----_--____---__------ 
slar matter to be handled for each-ciient?-and-the -‘-~--7--------I----------------- -7--- client 1s entitled to without oblation an estimate --------------------~ ------------ 
of the fee likely to be charged ------P--s- in print size at ------ --L--w- ---------- 
least esivalent to the largest Erint used in settix ------ ----7- ---7-- forth the fee information* 

- -------------- 
----------------------I 

Fixed fees for qecific legal services, ----------- -w-m- ----- the descrip- ------ - 
tion of which would not be misunderstood or be decep- -s---e-- -- - 
tive~rovided~at-~~~statementdisciosest~at the ---- -- 
quoted fee willbe-available only to clients-whose -------------------- --__-------- 
matters fall into the services described and that the --y----7 -----_ 
client is entitlea-without-~~~~~-~~~ specific ---~_I---------------_-- -------7-- ----- 
estimate of the fee likely to be charged in Erlnt -7------------------ ~ _---- 
size at least equivalent to the largest-snt-used in -------------- ------_------ ---- ------------ 
settlnq_forth the fee information; __I ------------------I_- 

(26) ----_ Statements that legal services may be obtained at 'Freasona~ieT-or-~- -------------~ ----_--I______ 
very reasonable fees or the -- .--y--y----y-------- -euiva- ----- 

lent, pLovided that it is clear from the context that ~----_---------------------------------------- 
any such statement refers only to fixed fees for ge- -- ------------------------ --__--------- -- 
cific l%al services, w-s--- as described in DR 2-101(B) ~-------7--------- 
(25), whic~-ar--pu~iis~e~-or-broadcast in the same ------------ --------------------___I___ 
statement and that the statement is factual and ---__--l----_-_---_--- ----_----_--~~---__- 
cgable of verification. -----e-e------- 

(C) This Court may from time to time expand the information ------__ 
authorizeazor 

--~-------?-------- -------7-- disclosure in DR 2-101(B) -------I--;----r--- or Fovlde for 7---y------ its dissemination through other media or forumsT-xG--- -----T-T---- person desiring suchexp%sionmay @sy-to-%is-court or 
any bo3 to which this Court may deleqate --------7--- 
-- --- ------------------- - 
from time to time. 

its authority --;----;-------- 
e---w- ------ Unless such a@.icatlon is granted ex --------- -7----- 
parteL_any_such-aEE1Icatlon_shalZ_be_sel~~ 



Court -----L-w---- the Lawyers Professional Responsibility Board the 
Minnesot 

---------_-------- -------- -m----r---- 
.a State Bar Association --7------- the District Bar~Associl ---7---L----.---~-------------- 

ation of the Districtin which the applicant resides or ---7- practices 
-----i------------------- ,---------------- 

the Consumer Services Section of the State --I--------p 
Department of Cornrnerce-an~suc~ot~ersas~t~is-court-or 
such 

-------~-----------------------------------?-- 
body may direct, ----_ shall be heard who 

the applicant---------- 
-------------L-- ?-------- together with 

7---- -----I--- -- -- ------------- as promptly as reasonably possible on the 
issues of whether the proposal is necessary-or-a~visabi~ ~-~------------- 
in light of the splicable --------- -T----------- 
--- -------_ 
of the Code 

law and the existing provisions ---~-----.----------------- - 
----------b--__-___-___-- accords with standards of accuracy 

--------- 
reliabil- 

ity and truthfulness, 
~------------ r-------e-- 

would comport with reasonable and whoTesome-reguiation~~-~~~-~~~f~~~~~~-~~~-~~~i~-~~~~i~- 
--------- ----~--~---- -----T------ ----- --------- 
tate the process of informed selection of lawyers by po- ---~--- --------------------71----------------- 
tential consumers of legal services. 

----- - -- 
T------------------- 
is granted ex parte or 

If such application 
isaeci~ea-by-a?;ody-other-t~an--- I-: -------- ~~-------~--------- ------ ----------- 

this Court to which the matter has been delegated, oppor- ---7-------~--- ~-------T------------- T--- tunity for prompt review by this Court in accordance with ----- ---I --- ---------- 
duesrocess of law shall be-srantea~--T~~-rei~~~-~~~~~~~- -;-- ~~--~--~---------~--- ----- 
in response to any such aEElicationshaTi-~e-Eromulqated ------ ------- ------- 
as an amendment to DR2-lOl(B)----'----------- -7--- ---- 
--------------------------L-------- -- ---------- 
all lawyers. 

universally applicable to 
------- ---- 

(D) If the advertisement is communicated to thepublic over -----__--- 
radio 

~--------------------------____ --------- 
----r--------- it shall beJrerecorded 
the lawyer 

--T------I- gproved for broadcast by --------?------- 
----- r-mm------- and a recording of the actual transmission 
shall be retained by the lawyerT--------------------- ------------- ----- -- 

(E) If a lawyer advertises a fee for a service the lawyer .---------- -----------T---------------l--------L-------- -- 
must render that service for no more than the fee adver- ~I---------____ 
tised. 

----------------------------- 
---I- 

(F) Unless otherwise specified in the advertisement if .-------- ' a ---7------- lawyer publiZ~~Zny fee inforrnation-authoriz~~-~~~~r --- I ----- 
2-101(B) 

------------- 
----- in a publication that is p~blisEd-m&%-fr,~ ~-- ----------------- -----I---------- 

DR --- 

quently than one time per month the lawyer-shall-be-bound -------L----- --v--------- 
~_allY_representatloll_madether~ll-for-a_Eerlod_-of-llor 
less than 30 days after such publication. ---7---- If a lawyer 
publishes any-fee-information authorized-under-DR2-i~l(B) ,---------------T-------------------------- 
in-ayubiication that isBblished once a month or less --- ------------- 
frequently 

------------------------ 
he shall be bound -- -T- +-----------.---.-- by any rzresentation made --- -- ---------------- 

therein until the wblication of the succeeding issue. If ----I_ 
a 1awyeF~blisheZ any-?ee-inrormation-~~~~~z~~-~~~~~-~~ ----- ---, ---------- 7-----7-----------1----------------- 
2-101(B) in aJublication which has no fixed date for pub- y--y------ ----- ~--~-----~----~--I----~-~--~~ --- 
location of a succeeding issue ---------------------- ------I-------- ----------------- the lawyer shall be bound 
by-any representation made therein for a reasonable period --- ----- 
of time after publication-but-in-no-eventless-t~an-one -----------_ -----~----~~--------------~------~----- 
Y!SE: 

(G) Unless otherwise specified ----T-----7-------,------b-------- if a lawyer broadcasts any fee 
information authorized under DR 2-lOlTBT------------- ---- ----------------.---------7----------L,------- -------- the lawyer shall 
be bound by any representation made therein for a period --_------ --- -----~~----~~---~---___________ ----- 
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of not less than 30 days after such broadcast. 
(H) This'rul&-does not prohibit limited and digri.ifieh identification 

of a lawyer as a lawyer as well as by name: ‘ 
(1) In political advertisements when his professional status 

is germane to the political campaign or to a political issue. 
(2) In public notices when the name and profession of a lawyer 

are required or authorized by law or are reasonably pertinent 
for a purpose other than the attraction of potential clients. 

(3) In routine reports and announcements of a bona fide business, 
civic, professional, or political organization in which he 
serves as a director or officer. 

(4) In and on legal documents prepared by him. 
(5) In and on leqal textbooks, treatises, and other legal publi- 

cations, and in dignified advertisements thereof. II 
(I)-@+ A lawyer shall not compensate or give any thing of value to 

representatives of the press, radio, television, or other communi- 
cation medium in anticipation of or in return for professional 
publicity in a news item. I 

DR 2-102. Professional Notices, Letterheads7 and OfficesT-and 
saw-Lists 

(A) A lawyer or law firm shall not use or participate in the use of 
professional cards, professional announcement cards, office signs, 
letterheads, te~epkene-d~~ee~ery-~~st~nys7-~aw-~~sts~-~eya~ 
direetery-&istinys7 or similar professional notices or devices, 
except that the following may be used if they are in dignified 
form: 

(1) A professional card of a lawyer identifying him by name and 
as a lawyer, and giving his addresses, telephone numbers, 
the name of his law firm, and any information permitted 
under DR 2-105. A professional card of a law firm may also 
give the names of members and associates. Such cards may 
be used for identificationAbut-may-net-be-p&&&shed-&n 
geriediea~sT-magaeinesT-aensaapersr-er-ee~~a~ 

(2) A brief professional announcement card stating new or 
changed associations or addresses, change of firm name, or 
similar matters pertaining to the professional offices of 
a lawyer or law firm, which may be mailed to lawyers,-clients, 
former clients, personal friends, and relatives. It shall 
not state biographical data except to the extent reasonably 
necessary to identify the lawyer or to explain the change 
in his association, but it may state the immediate past 
position of the lawyer. It may give the names and dates of 
predecessor firms in a continuing line of succession. It 
shall not state the nature of the practice except as per- 
mitted under DR 2-105. 

(3) * * * 

(4) * * * 

f5~--A-~istiay-e~-tke-e~~~ee-e~-a-~awyer-e~-~aw-~~~m-~n 
tke-a~pkabetiea~-aft~-~~as~~~~e~-seetiefts-e~-t~e 

-ll- 
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(Cl * * * 

(D) * * * 

(E) * * * 

(F) Nothing contained herein shall prohibit a lawyer from 
using or permitting the use of, in connection with his 
name, an earned degree or title derived therefrom indi- 
cating his training in the law. * 

DR 2-103. Recommendation of Professional Employment 

(A) A lawyer shall not exczt as authorized in DR 2-101(B) --- 
recommend employment, as 

-----7----------7-------------L 

himself, 
a private practitioner, of 

or anyone associated with him to a nen-&awyer 
layperson who has not sought his advice regarding ----- 
employment of a lawyer. 

(B) A lawyer shall not compensate or give anything of value to 
any-pereen aJerson or organization to recommend or -------- -------- 
secure, or as a reward for having recommended or secured, 
employment by a client of himself or any lawyer associated 
with him, r-v--- ------------ except that he maylay the usual and reason- - ----------7---?--~---- 
able fees or dues charpd by any of the organizations iisted-in-DR2~103TD~- --- -- -------- ---------- 
---------------------' 

(Cl A lawyer shall not request any a person or orqanization to 
recommend employment, T-T- as a private practitloneFT-o~-him- 
self, 
of his 

or anyone associated with himT , or promote the use --- -----7-------- 
services or those of his partner or associate, or ----_-__ 

anyotherlawyeraT~iliate~~it~ ETrn or ?iisFir&,-as-a-- 
privateEractitioner-exceE'f-as-au'fi;orize;i-in-DR-2-l~ and exceEt that------------- -------------------------- 
---- ------ 

(1) He may request referrals from a lawyer referral --------- --- ------------------------- 
service operated 

----------- 
-----r-m -------L---w- ----- ------ sponsored or approved by a bar 

association and may pay its fees incident thereto ----------------- - - -------------------------I 

(2) ----- He may cooperate with the legal service activities of .---- ---- --------------- --7------------------ 
arty of the offices or organizations enumerated in DR -------------.-------- --------------------------- 
2-103(D)(l) through (4) and may perform legal ser- 1----------I- ------------ - -------- ------- 
vices for those to whom he was recommended by it to do-such-work-i~f---------------------------- ------ 
---------------- 

(a) The person to whom the recommendation is made is ----I-- ---~-----~-~--I_---_-------~-----~~------ 
a member or beneficiary of such office or orqan- ~---7-1-------------- ~---~-----~~~__--~~~ --- 
izatlon* and -------L---.- 

(b) The lawyer remains free to exercise his inde- --.--------- -------~-----T---------------- ----. -- 
F;s",;:t professional Judgment on behalf of his --__----.-----___---_- 

. ------_ 
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with-him, A lawyer or his partner ---- . --- or associate or 
other la=er affllia 

--- .---- 
ted with him or his firm may be 

any --7------T--------------- 
------ --------_ --- 
recommended, 

.----7------------------- --- 
emnlovcsd nr na iii hv _ nr mav r-r 

------- L---L1ZA 

one of the followin ------------7------ 
the use of his serv --_-- 
associateTF-Ziry-GS ~----------I --- 
firm if there is no 7---------------- 
lndzendent Erofess -.-7 ------- ------ 
client* -----L 

,ices .I-- 
her ‘-T-- int ‘-T--- iona .-- 

fices or organizations that Eromote .---------- ------------- 
or those of his partner or 

------ 
‘----------T------ -7----T-- 
lawyer affiliated with him or his ‘-1 -------T------------------- 
erference with the exercise of .--T--------T-------------T---- 
l-sdqment in behalf of his - ---~~--~----~-_-~~--- 

(1) A leqal aid office or public defender office- ---------------- -----------------s-L 

(a) ----- 2erated or sponsored by a duly accredited lawschooi~-- --------- ------ -.--------_ 
---------- 

(b) Operated or sponsored by a bona fide non- ----- ---------- 
profit cornrnunityorqanization~----------- ~------ 

(c) Operated or sponsored by a governmental ----- ---------- ------_-- --- ---------- 
agency. 

---- -----r-v ------L----- (d) Operated sponsored or approved by a bar 
association. 

------ ----- 
-------- 

(2) A militayy_leqal assistance office ----------- -- --------------e---L 

(3) A lawyer referral service operated sponsored or ---------- -~~-1~--------~- ---m-L-- -----m-L--- 
approved by-a bar association ---- -----------------I 

(4) ---- Ag bona fide oyclanization that recommends ,-- ---------_ furnishes 
or Eays for 

-----y------7----------L----------- 
7- 7 legal services to its members or benefi- ------- ------------------------------------- 
clarles provided the following conditions are satis- Ziea:--- --------------_---- -__--_-------_~~~~--- 

(b) --- 

Such organization ------ ---------r-------- ___ including any affiliate, is 
so orqanized and operated that - 7-- no-@oFit-is-d& ---------7-.- 
rived by-it-from-theren~ition-oT-leqa1 services by-iawyers5-an8-t~at,-iT-S~e-orqanizationis---- 
orqanized-Tor-EroZit----------- ----7-.------ 
- ---------- -----L---.-e-- ------------------- the legal services are not 
rendered Q lawyers employed directed --------- ---- ------ -- -L--------I--- -- super- 
vised or selected by it except in connection ~-~----~-~-~---~ ------- --------------- 
with matters where such organization bears ulti- --------1-----------I- -----~~~-~---~~~----- 
mate lrablllty of its member or beneficiary ----------- --~-~~~_~--.------.----------- I 

Neither the lawyer nor his partner nor associ- .------------ --r-----w- T-~----L--T----~---- 
ate nor ---;-L-,.----- any other lawyer affiliated with him or 
his firm 

---------- ------------------7-T-- 
shall have inltl- --------L----w- -I---- --L------------------ nor any non-lawyer 

ated or Eromoted such organization for the pri- -__------ -------------- ------------------ --- 
mary purpose of providing financial or other -- -a-- benefit 

------- ------- ------------.------- 
-~--------------- --LE”Lt”er~ associate or to such lawyer 
affiliated lawyer 

------------------ 
__--_-------- --L 



I 
I 

*. 1 

.\ 

* . 

(c) Such organization is not zerated for the pur- --w--e- -------------- --------------- --- 
pose of procuring legal work or financial bene- 
fit for any lawyer as Z~atG~GZitioiiGF-- --7---- ---- ----- 
outside of the legal serv%%progra%ofrthe ---- . --- --_---- - -------- 
organization. ---___- 

(d) The member or beneficiary0 whom the lgal ----_- --------~--_-- 
services are furnished -------I_ -.7 
----I--------- , and not such orqanl- ~- ---- 
zation --e--.&-.---- ---------------------- 1s recognized as the client of the 
lawyer in the matter. - -----_ -----_ 

(e) Anymember or beneficiary who is entitled to ------ 
have-ieqal-services-~~~~i~~~~~-~~-~~~-~~ the -----'- -7------------- 
organization may, -----7-.---- if such member or beneflclary -‘T------- ----------------------------- 
so desires select counsel other than that fur- -T------l------------~------------- 
nlshed w-----L------ ---.- selected or sproved by the organization 
for theparticular rnatter-involvedT-and-~~~----- ---- 

provides legal service-~iian~fsuch-orqanlzation ---r----- --'T-7--- a@ropriate relie~-Tor-any-mem~e~-~~~~~eficlary 
who 

-- ----------~---- ---_--~------_- 
asserts a claim that wresentatlon ~----_(-_-~--------- by coun- -------- ------ 

se1 furnished ---7--- unethical 
I-L-------y--- ----I_ selected or approved would be ----- 

--------- L-- 1Qroper or inadequate under the cir- -- ----------- -----------s-s-- 
cumstances of the matter involved and the plan ----7-------------~ ---w---w 
provides an appropriate procedure for seekiq ---7--- ---- ---_l_------ 
such relief -ws------' 

(f) --- The laer does not know or have cause to know ----- ----- -‘T---------- &hat such organization-is-in-violation of ap- ---- ----_---_-l__--_l--_-- - 
plicable laws ------r----------------------- -- rules of court and other lgal 
Lequirements that govern its legal service 
aerations.--- 

--es--- ---- 
I---__ 

(g) The lawyer furnishes the Lawyers Professional 
Responsibilitr~oard-in?ormation-as-it-ma~rea- --- ---- 
sonably require ---i--- with relatinq--hisc@Eance 

-w--e 
----;------ ------- 

this Code in?%&rinqservlces to the members I----T---- -______-_--------- 
or beneflclarles. ~--~------_---_ 



DR 2-104. Part~ei~Rt~eR-w~t~-e~g~R~~~t~~~3~-beq~~-~er~~ee 
Aet&tities Suqgestion of Need of Leqal Services. ----- ------ ------- 
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(A) --- A lawyer who has given in-person unsolicited advice to a ------ ----------_ -----__- 
layperson that he should obtain-counsei-or-ta~~-i~~~i--- ------------is ------------~-------- -- 
action shall not accept employment resulting from that ------------------- ---- -- ------------- ---------- 
advlce -e----L----- ------ except that: 

A lawyer may acceE employment by a close friend .------,--- ---- --- --,----- -a----------m-L 
relative ------r- former client (if the advice is germane to 
the former em$@iii%%)--------- 

----- _----__ 
----------- -- -----L----------------s ------ or one whom the lawyer rea- 
sonably believes to be a client. ------ ----------___---- 

1 .--- A lawyer mayacceEt employment that results from his ---- -- ---- ---- -- --I--------_--~---------- 
participation in activities desiqned to educate lay- 
persons to recxEr&e legal Eroblems-to-ma~e-inteili- -- --- -------L---------------- 
qent selection of counsel or to utilize available --- ---T----7-------LT--------------------- 
legal services if such activities are conducted or --- -----------_--- ---_---------------- 
zonsored by a qualified leqal assistance orqaniza- ,-------- --- --_-------~ --_----_---__ ----- 
tion. 

(3) A lawyer who is recommended furnished or Eaid by a --------7 ~-----------~-------'------------- 
qualified legal assistance organization enumerated-in -------------- --------------------- 
DR 2-103(D)(l) through (4) may represent a member or ----T-T----------- -------- --- ------------------ 
beneficiary thereof to the extent and under the con- -7-------- ------L-------------------------me----- 
ditions prescribed therein. ---v--e ----------------- 

(4) -I- 

(5) ---_ 

Without affecting his right to accept employment a -~------------ --m-v-- ---------- ---- -- --m-r-- 
lawyer may speak publicly or write for publication on --- ----- --- ------ -------------- ------------- 
legal topics so lonq as he does not emphasize his own -- ----- --------- ~-----~---------_ 
I?'"---~~-~--~ --7-------.--- --T----------------- fessional experience or reputation aFKdEGG-EGt--- 
undertake to give individual advice. ----_------ ~-------__-~---_l--_ 

If success in asserting rights or defenses of his .-------~--~?---?---? --- 
client in lit~ation in the-nature~-a-ciass-act 7--------- ------ 
is dependent uEon 

~---------------_---- 
the sinder of others 1-- ----_- ------- ------------L------ a lawyer 

acce@, but shall not seek, employment from those ~- -------------- -- ----------- 
contacted for the Eurpose of obtaining their T-7------------- -- --_---------- ----- 
lolnder, 

-19- 
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* * * 

DR 2-105. ~&I&%-&W+ Description of Practice ----_- .---- 

(A) A lawyer (or law firm) shall not hold himself (or itself) -------T--- out publiciy-as-aspecialist er-as-~iFRI~~Rg-k~s-~~~0~~ee~ 
eneea~-~s-~er~~~~e-~~e~-~~-?-~~~~k j-66 j-er+as-h3&&ews~ , 
as practicing in certain fields of law or as not 

- 
--- -T---- ;r;;:;;:nq 

----7---~--1----------------TI- 
in certain fields of law as permitted under DR ---------------------L---e --___-------__-- 

------I----- -----------.-I except as follows* 

(2) ---- A lawyer who (or a law firm which) .---em ------------------------- publicly discloses ------ ---------- 
fields of law in which the lawyer (or the law firm) ----------------------------- ----------_---._-_.--_ 
practices or publicly states that-he-(or -- -7------ it) does not ------ -----;-- ---------- .------------- 
practice in one or more fields of -~ law shall do so by ~------------------~--;7-------------~------------------ 
using the following designated fields of practice ---- -_---______ --__ -----__------- -------r 
elus-anY-others_aulY-~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~-~Y-~~~~ 
Court or any body -r--------f --- to which this Court may delegate ------------------- ----- _-- 
its authority from time to time: ----------- _--___---_________- 

Administrative Agency Matters P--;----v---- --- -------- 
Admiralty Law ---?--- ---- Antitrust and Trade Regulations --------------------- --.--I-- 
Banking and Creditor Law ------ ----_------------ 
Constitutional Law -------m.-T---- 
Consumer Claims and Protection -------------'T----.------- 
Corporate and Business Law --- -----_____ -------- 
Corporate Finance and Securities --- 7------------------------- 
Credit - Debt and Bankrgtcy Problems ------II --------- -- --------_ 
Criminal - Criminal and Traffic Charges ------------------7s--------w-m-- -- 
Damages - Personal Inlury and Property --- ---------------- -- -------- --- 

Damxe Claims -- ------- 



Environmental Problems ---7------ Family - -- Di~o~~??%?-Farnily Matters Gene -~------------- ------- 
ral Practice - Family -. ---------- Farm and - ..-- ,~------ L--v----- .~ Small Business Matters ----T-------T----- 

General Trial Practice - Civil ----r-----~-~--------------- 
(Non-Criminal) Claims LawSUitS -----a--------------L------m-- -a ana Agopeals --- ---_ 

Governmental - Claims Contracts --------T------------L----------L 
Affairs Indian .-- 

International and -----------_ 
Labor Law 

.---- Foreign Law .------ ---_- 
--y--7 Legislation a nd L 7--------- Military Law 

.--- eqislative Appearances .- ---------- -------- 
--7-- ---- 
Municipal and Gov -_---- -_---_ ernmental Law and Finance .---_ 
Natural Resou 

.----T-------------------- 
rces ------------ -7-- - Timber, Water, Oil and 

Gas and Mini -----__ 
'nq-RTB~ts-------------- 

--- - --- --- 
Patent Trade ----T--L------ mark 
Pension ,-;--- Prof 

and Copyriqht Law 
1t s 

'---T--- ----- 
---e--&--y- .---- harinq and Employee Benefits ,--_-- ------- -- 
Personal Rights - Civil Rights p------7 ----I-~---- 

and Discrimination 
---L-w Minority Rights ---- --- --- 

-----------____- 
Probate - Wills I, -Estates. Guardianshins. Trusts ---------- _-_--- --~--------~11--1-~;~~~~~------ 

and Estate Planning .----.----------- 
Public Utility Matters ----------- --_----- 
Real Estate - Sales Leases Eminent Domain -----------------L------L---------------~ 

Real Estate Development and Financing ~------~7---- ---------------- 
Taxation - Individual and Business _----~~----_~~---- _---------- 
Transportation Law - Carriers Aviation ---- -----------7-----------L------- 
Workers Compensation ----------- -------_ 

-_. 

(3) --- A lawyer who is recognized under a certification ------- --~----7------ ---------------------------L 
self-designation or other replated plan of speci- ---;-- alization inaparticuiar-?Teia-oflaw-or-iaw ---- -------------- --~~-~-----~~~--~~--~~--~----- 
practice under authority of this Code as hereafter ---_- 
amended 

__---__----- -------------------------- 
or rules to be duly adopted by this Court or ------------------------ ---- ---- -------------- 

Amy body to which this Court may delegate its --- ---------------------- ---- ------- 
authority from time to time may hold himself out as -----e-e ---------------.---L-7 -------------------- 
such, but only in accordance with such amendment or ----7---- ----------~.------------------------ 
adoption; law firms may disclose~ublicly only such --- -------- ------ ---- ----- 
rec~nition-of-in~Tvidua1 members --- --------------------------L 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

In the Matter of Petition of Exhibit 2 
Minnesota State Bar Association, 
a Minnesota nonprofit Corpora- 

ABA Proposal B 
) 

tion, for Adoption of an Amendment ) 
For the Court's information 

to Canon 2 of the Minnesota Code 
in connection with Minnesota 

of Professional Responsibility 
State Bar Association Petition 
dated December 9, 1977 

Minnesota State Bar Association 
100 Minnesota Federal Building 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
Attention: Kelton Gage, President 
(507) 387-1166 
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CANON 2 

A LAWYER SHOULD ASSIST THE LEGAL 
PROFESSION IN FULFILLING ITS DUTY TO 

MAKE LEGAL COUNSEL AVAILABLE' 

EC 2-1 * * * 

Recognition of Legal Problems 

EC 2-2 The legal profession should assist laymen laypersons to 

recognize legal problems because such problems may not be self- 

revealing and often are not timely noticed. Therefore, lawyers 

ae~iRg-~nder-preger-au3~~ees should encourage and participate 

in educational and public relations programs concerning our 

legal system with particular reference to legal problems that 

frequently arise. G~ek-ed~e~tiena~-preg~a~3-3~e~~~-~e-met~vate~ 

b~-a-de34re-te-beAef~t-t~e-ralker-t~a~-te-ebta~~-~~b~~c- 

it~-er-emp~e~ent-fe~-~a~t~eu~a~-~awye~3.--~~am~~e3-ef-pe~m~3- 

s%b&e-activities-&e&de Preparation of iastitutiena& advertise- 

ments and professional articles for lay publications and parti- 

cipation in seminars, lectures, \ and civic programsPshould be 

motivated by a desire to benefit the public in its awareness of 

legal needs and selection of the most appropriate counsel rather 

than to obtain publicity for particular lawyers. But-a-%awyer 

wke-gaPtieipates-~A-3~eh-aet~v~t~e3-s~e~~~-s~~~-pe~se~a~-p~b- 

&&eityr 
-. 

Deletions by skrikeeuts 
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EC 2-3 Whether a lawyer acts properly in volunteering advice 

to a sayman layperson to seek legal services depends upon the cir- 

cumstances. The giving of advice that one should take legal 

action could well be in fulfillment of the duty of the legal 

profession to assist saymen laypersons in recognizing legal prob- 

lems. The advice is proper whenever it is en&y-if motivated by 

a desire to protect one who does not recognize that he may have 

legal problems or who is ignorant of his legal rights or obliga- 

tions. It Heneel- the-a&Gee is improper if motivated by a de- 

sire to ebtain-persenas-benef&- seeure-perseRa+publ~e&ty~-e3f 

cause &itigatien legal action to be taken breugkt merely to 

harass or injure another. A lawyer best serves the public if 

he does not volunteer advice in order to obtain private gain in 

regard to employment. Gbvieasly7 A lawyer should not contact 

a non-client, pe'rsonally or through a representative, d&Feet&y 

er-&ndiree6&yi for the purpose of being retained to represent 

him for compensation. 

EC 2-4 S~Aee-metivatien-is-s~b~eet~ve-a~~-eften-~~ff~e~~t 

te-jadgei- the-metives-ef-a-~ewye~-whe-ve~~~tee~s-a~v~ee-~~~e~y 

te-pPed~ee-~ega~-eent~eve~sy-may-we~~-be-s~speet-~f-he-~eee~ves 

prefessieRa~-em~~e~e~t-e~-ethe~-be~ef~ts-as-a-~es~~t. A 

lawyer who volunteers advice that one should obtain the services 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL 'IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE 
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of a lawyer genera&&y-sheq&d-net-h&mse&f and who then accepts 

employment, compensation, or other benefit in connection with 

that matter7 gives at least the appearance of impropriety. 

However, it is not improper for a lawyer to volunteer such ad- 

vice and render resulting legal services to close'friends, rela- 

tives, former clients (in regard to matters germane to former 

employment), and regular clients. 
. 

EC 2-5 A lawyer who writes or speaks for the purpose of edu- 

cating members of the public to recognize their legal problems 

and informing them of his services should carefully refrain 

from giving or appearing to give a general solution applicable 

to all apparently similar individual problems, since slight 

changes in fact situations may require a material variance in 

the applicable advice; otherwise, the public may be misled and 

misadvised. Talks and writings by lawyers for &aymen laypersons 

should caution them not to attempt to solve individual prob- 

lems upon the basis of the information contained therein. 

I 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
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Selection of a Lawyer **-Senera&&y 

EC 2-6 * * * 

EC 2-7 Changed conditions, however, have seriously restricted 

the effectiveness of the traditional selection process. Often 
the reputations of.lawyers are not sufficiently known to enable 

3aymert laypersons to make intelligent choices. The law has become 

increasingly complex and specialized. Few lawyers are willing . 
and competent to deal with every kind of legal matter, and many 

&aymen laypersons have difficulty in determining the competence of 

lawyers to render different types of legal services. The selec- 

tion of legal counsel is particularly difficult for transients, 

persons moving into new areas, persons of 'limited education or 

means, and others who,have little or no contact with lawyers. 

Lack of information about the availability of latiyers, the 

specialized competence of particular lawyer, and the expense 

of initial consultation has been said to lead laypersons to 

avoid seeking legal advice. 

EC 2-8 Selection of a lawyer by a layperson should be 

made on an informed basis. sayman-eften-is-the-resu&t-ef-the 

Advice and recommendation of third parties--relatives, friends, 

acquaintances, business associates, or other lawyers--and re- 

strained publicity may be helpful. TA-sayman-is-best-served 

. .+-.t 
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if-the-reeeffufteadat~e~-~s-~~s~~ted-a~~-~~fe~me~. -In-erder 

that-the-reeemmendatien-be-d&s&ntepestedi-a A lawyer should 

not seek to influence another to recommend his employment. A 

lawyer should not compensate another person for recommending 

him, for influencing a prospective client to employ him, or to 

encourage future recommendations. Advertisements and public 

communications, whether in law lists, announcement cards, news- 

papers, other form&or radio, should be formulated to 

convey only information that is necessary to make an appropriate 

selection. Self-laudation should be avoided. Information that may 

be helpful in some situations would include: (1) office informa- 

tion, such as, name, including name of law firm and names of 
.' * 

professional associates; addresses; telephone numbers: credit 

card acceptability: languages spoken and tiritten; and office '. 

hours: (2) biographical information: (3) description of the 

practice but only by using designations and definitions authorized 

by [the agency having jurisdiction of the subject under state law] 

for example, one or more fields of law in which the lawyer or law 

firm practices; a statement that practice is limited to one or 

more fields of law: and a statement that the lawyer or law firm 

specializes in a particular field of law practice but only by using 

designations, definitions and standards authorized by [the agency having 

jurisdiction under state law]; and (4) permitted fee information. 

. c 4 

NO RESOLUTION PRES&iTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
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EC 2-8A The proper.motivation for commercial publicity‘by 

lawyers lies in the need to inform the public of the availa- 

bility of competent, independent legal counsel. The public 

benefit derived from advertising depends upon the usefulness of 

the information provided to the community or to the segment of 

the community to which it is directed. Advertising marked by 

excesses of content, volume, scope or frequency, or which unduly 

emphasizes unrepresentative biographical information, does not 

provide that public benefit. For example, prominence should 

not be given to a prior governmental position outside the con- 

text of biographical information. Similarly, the use:.of media 

whose scope or nature clearly suggests that the use is intended 

.for self-laudation of the lawyer without concomitant benefit to 

the public such as the use of billboards, electrical signs, 

soundtrucks, or television commercials distorts the legitimate 

purpose of informing the public and is clearly improper. Indeed, 

this and other improper advertising may hinder informed selection 

of competent, independent counsel, and advertising that involves 

excessive cost may unnecessarily increase fees for legal services. 

EC 2-8B Advertisements and other communications should make 

it apparent that the necessity and advisability of legal action 

“B II 
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depends on variant factors that must be evaluated individually. 

Because fee information frequently may be incomplete and mis- 

leading to a layperson, a lawyer should exercise great care 

to assure that fee information is complete and accurate. Be- 

cause of the individuality of each legal problem, public state- 

ments regarding average, minimum or estimated fees may be de- 

ceiving as will commercial publicity conveying information as 
,* 

to results previously achieved, general or average solutions, 

or expected outcomes. It would be misleading to advertise a 

set fee for a specific type of case without adhering to the 

stated fee in charging clients. Advertisements or public claims 

that convey an impression that the ingenuity of the lawyer 

rather than the justice of the claim is determinative are simi- 

larly improper. Statistical data or other information based on 

past performance or prediction of future success is deceptive 

because it ignores important variables. Only factual assertions, 

and not opinions, should be made in public communications. It 

is improper to claim or imply an ability to influence a court, 

tribunal, or other public body or official except by competent 

advocacy. Commercial publicity and public communications ad- 

dressed to undertaking any legal action should always indicate 

the provisions of such undertaking and should disclose the 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE 
OF DELEGATES. . * 
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impossibility of assuring any particular result. Not only 

must commercial publicity be truthful but its accurate meaning 

must be apparent to the layperson with no leqal backqround. 

Any commercial publicity or advertising for which payment is 

made should so indicate unless it apparent from the context 

that it is paid publicity or an advertisement. 

. 
Se&eet*en-&-a-Sawyer*- Prefessiena~-Wet~ees-R~~-~~3t~~g3 

EC 2-9 The traditional regulation of ban-againsti advertising 

by lawyersp- wh~ek-is-sa~~eeC-te-ee~~a~~-~~~~~e~-enee~t~e~3~ is 

rooted in the public interest. Competitive advertising weaM 

eaeettrage throuqh which a lawyer seeks business by use of ex- 

travagant, artful, self-laudatory brashness-in-seek&ng+u3&ne33 

and-t&3 or brash statements or appeals to fears and emotions 

could mislead and harm the &ayman layperson'. Furthermore, it public 

communications that would inevitab&y produce unrealistic expec- 

tations in particular cases and bring about distrust of the 

law and lawyers 7 and would be harmful to society. Thus, public 

confidence in our legal system would be impaired by such ad- 

vertisements of professional services. The attorney-client re- 

lationship, being is personal and unique, and should not be 

NO RESOLUTION PRESE~JTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
.‘ 
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established as the result of pressures or and deceptions. 

H~stery-kas-demeAst~ate~-that-ee~~~~e~ee-~~-the-~eqa~-3y3tem-~3 

best-preserved-by-str&eti- sele-~m~esed-eentre~3-everT-ratker-tkaR 

by-~A1Pm~tedi-adveptisiAgs However, the desirability of affording 

the public access to information relevant to legal rights has 

resulted in some relaxation of the former restrictions against 

advertising by lawyers. Those restrictions have long been re- 

laxed in regard to law lists, announcement cards and institu- 

tional advertising and in certain other respects. Historically, 

those restrictions were imposed to prevent deceptive publicity 

that would mislead laypersons, cause distrust of the law and 

lawyers, and undermine public confidence in the legal system, 

and all lawyers should remain vigilant to prevent such results. 

Only unambiguous information relevant to a layperson's decision 

-regarding his legal rights or his selection of counsel, provided 

in ways that comport with the dignity of the profession and do 

not demean the administration of justice, is appropriate in pub- 

lic communications. 

EC 2-10 Metkeds-e~-~$vertisiRg-th3t-a~e-B~b~eet-te-t~e-eb~ee- 

t&ens-stated-ebeve-3heu&+be-and-are-preh&b&te& Heweve&t The 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
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Disciplinary Rules recognize the value of giving assistance in 

the selection process through forms of advertising that furnish 

identification of a lawyer while avoiding falsity, deception, 

and misrepresentation. All publicity should be evaluated with 

regard to its effect on the layperson with no legal experience. 

The non-lawyer is best served if advertisements contain no mis- 

leading information or emotional appeals, and emphasize the . 
necessity of an individualized evaluation of the situation before 

conclusions as to legal needs and probable expenses can be made. 

The attorney-client relationship should result from a free and 

informed choice by the layperson. Unwarranted promises of bene- 

fits, overpersuasion, or vexatious or harassing conduct are im- 

proper. suck-ebjeetiensr--Fen-exern~~e~ a-sawyer-may-be+dent&- 

fied-in-the-e~assified-seetien-ef-the-te~e~heRe-d~~eete~~i-~n 

the-effiee-b&&ding-dkeeteryi- and-en-his-Setterhead-md-pyefecv 

aim&-eards-- 3at-at-a3&-times-the-permitted-netiees-sheu3d-be 

d&gnified-and-eeeurate. 

EC 2-11 The name under which a lawyer conducts his practice 

may be a factor in the selection process. The use of a trade 

nume-er-tan-assumed name which could mislead iuymen laypersons 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE'HCUSE 
OF DELEGATES... 
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concerning the identity, responsibility, and status of those 

practicing thereunder T is not proper. Aeeerd%ng&yT-a-gewyer 

iR-privete-preet~ee-sheu~d-graetiee-eR~y-unde~-h~3-ewn-n~mei 

the-name-ef-a-3ewyer-empSey%ne$h&mi- a-partnership-name-eempeaed 

ef-the-netme-ef-ene-er-mare-ef-'~he-~ewye~3-~~eet~e~Rg-~R-a-~a~t- 

nersh&:pi eri- if-germitted-by-~~~?-in-the-R~e-ef-e-~~efes3~eRe~ 

&eg&-eergeret&eni- whieh-sheaM-be-eSeerSy=designated-es-suehy 
. 

For many years some law firms have used a firm name retaining 

one or more names of deceased or retired partners and such prac- 

tice is not improper if the firm is a bona fide successor of a 

firm in which the deceased or retired person was a member, if 

the use of the name is authorized by law or by contract, and 

if the public is not misled thereby. However, the name of a 

partner who withdraws from a firm but continues to practice law 

should be omitted from the firm name in order to avoid mislead- 

ing the public. 

EC 2-12 * * * 

EC 2-13 * * * 

EC 2-14 In some instances a lawyer confines his practice to 

a particularSfield of law. In the absence of state controls to 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE 
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insure the existence of special competence, a lawyer should not 

be permitted to hold himself out as a specialist or as having 

official recognition as a specialist , sgee%e&-tre&RiRg-er-eb&&&tyi 

other than in the-h&ster&ee&&y-excepted the fields of admiralty, 

trademark, and patent law where a holding out as a specialist 

historically has been permitted. A lawyer may, however, indi- 

cate if it is factual, a limitation of his practice or that he 
. 

practices in one or more particular areas or fields of law in 

public announcements which will assist laypersons in selecting 

counsel and accurately describe the limited area in which the 

lawyer practices but only if he complies with the designations 

and definitions authorized and approved by [the agency having * 

jurisdiction of the subject under state law]. A lawyer practicing, 

in a jur.isdiction which certifies specialists must also be careful 

not to confuse laypersons as to his status. If a lawyer limits his 

practice, but is not certified in the jurisdiction, he should clearly 

state in any announcement of limitation of practice that he is not 

certified. If the jurisdiction does not certify specialists, the 

lawyer should exercise care not to imply that he has been certified. 

EC 2-15 * * * 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE; 
OF DELEGATES. 
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. DR 2-101 fub&%eity-in-6eneres Publicity and Advertising. 

II B II 

(A) A lawyer shall noti pregereT-eeuse-te-be-preperedi 

on behalf of himself, his partner, or associate, or any 

other lawyer affiliated with him or his firm, useyor par- 

ticipate in the use of iany form of public communication 

thet-eeRteiRs-prefes3~eRe~~y-3e~f-~e~dete~y-3tetemeRt3 

ee&ea&ated-te-ettreet-&ey-e&%eRt3? containing a false, 

fraudulent, misleading, or deceptive statement or claim. 

As-used-here&r-E ptib&ie-eemmuR&eetieR"-&Resudesi-btit-6s 

Ret-&imited-t3T- eemmunieet&eR-by-meeRa-ef-te&ev&&eRi 

rediei- met~eR-piet~re~-Rewsgager?-magaeifte7-er-b3ek. 

(B) Without limitation a ~ewyer-she&&-Ret-pab&~e~3e 

ReaReemeRtsi- disp&ey-edvertisemeRt3-%n-e&y-er-te&epheRe 

d&reeter&esi- er-ether-means-ef-eemmere%e&-pub&&e&tyi-ner 

HeWeVe3Fi- a-&ewyer-reeemmended-byi-pe&d-by-er-whese-&ege& 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
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servkees-e&e-f&Risked-by*-e-que&&f%ed-$ege& 
i 

+3+--*n-reutiae-repeFt3-eRd-eRReuReemeRt3-ef-e 

bene-f&de-bus&e33 ~-eiv~e~-p~efe3sieRU&~-e~-pe&~t&ee~ 

ergeRiretieR-&R-whieh-he-3erve3-e3-e-direeter-er 

eff&eerr 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ,. 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE 
OF DELEGATES. .**. , 
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false, fraudulent, misleading, or deceptive statement or 

claim includes a statement or claim which: 

(1) Contains a material misrepresentation of fact; 

(2) Omits to state any material fact necessary to 

make the statement, in the light of all circumstances, 

not misleading; 

(3) Is intended or is likely to create an unjusti- 

fied expectation; 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF-THE 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL-IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE 
OF DELEGATES. * . 
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(4) States or implies that a lawyer is a certi- 

fied or recognized specialist other than as permitted 

by DR 2-105; 

(5) Is intended or is likely to,convey the im- 

pression that the lawyer is in a position to influence 

improperly any court, tribunal, or other public body 

or official; 

(6) Relates to legal fees other than: 

(a) A statement of the fee for an initial 

consultation: 

(b) A statement of the fixed or contingent 

fee charged for a specific legal service, the 

description of which would not be misunderstood 

or be deceptive: 

(c) A statement of the range of fees for 

specifically described legal services, provided 

there is a reasonable disclosure of all relevant 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE 
OF DELEGATES. 
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Bariables and con&iderations so that the s&t;ement 

would not.be misunderstood or be deceptive; 

It B II 

(d) A statement of specified hourly rates, 

provided the statement makes clear that the total 

charge will vary according to the number of hours 

devoted to the matter; 

(e) The availability of credit arrangements; 

and. 

(f) A statement of the fees charged by a 

qualified legal assistance organization in which 

he participates for specific legal services the 

description of which would not be misunderstood 

or be deceptive; 

or 

(7) Contains a representation or implication that 

is- likely to cause an ordinary prudent person to mis- 

understand or be deceived or fails to contain reason- 

able warnings or disclaimers necessary to make a rep- 

resentation or implication not deceptive. 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THti ' 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL I.T.SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE 
OF DELEGATES. : 1 
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(Cl A lawyer shall not', on&behalf of himseLf, his 
7 i 

partner or associate, or any other lawyer affiliated with 

him or his firm, use or participate in the use of any form 

Of public communication which: 

(1) Is intended or is likely to result in a 

legal action or a legal position being asserted merely 

to harass or maliciously injure another; 
. 

(2) Contains statistical data or other informa- 

tion based on past performance or prediction of future 

success: 

(3) Contains a testimonial about or endorsement 

of a lawyer; 

(4) Contains a statement of opinion as to the 

quality of the services or contains a representation 

or implication regarding the quality of legal services 

which is not susceptible of reasonable verification by 

the nublic: 

(5) Appeals primarily to a layperson's fear, 

qreed, desire for revenge, or similar emotion; or' - 

(6) Is intended or is likely to attract cl?ents . . 
' by use of showmanship, p uffery, self-laudation or 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE 
OF DELEGATES. 
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hucksterism, including the use of slogans, jingles or 

garish or sensational language or format. 

(.7) Utili zes television or until lthe agency 

having jurisdiction under state law] shall have deter- 

mined that the use of such media is necessary in 

light of the existing provisions of the Code, accords 
. 

with standards of accuracy, reliability and truthful- 

ness, and would facilitate the process of informed 

selection of lawyers by potential consumers of legal 

services. 

+.e+ (D) A 1 awyer shall not compensate or give any- 

thing of value to representatives a representative of the 

press, radio, television, or other communication medium in 

anticipation of or in return for professional publicity in 

a news item. A paid advertisement must be identified as 

such unless it is apparent from the context that it,is a 

paid advertisement. If the paid advertisement is com- 

municated to the public by use of radio, it shall be pre- 

recorded, approved for broadcast by the lawyer and a re- 

cording of the actual transmission shall be retained 

by the lawyer. 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE 
ASSOCIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF 
DELEGATES. 
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DR 2-102 Profeskonal Notices, Letterheads, Offices, and La; 

Lists. 

(A) A lawyer or law firmsshall not use or participate 

in the use of a professional cards, professional announce- 

ment cards, office signs, letterheads, telephone directory 

listings, law lists, legal directory listings, or 5 similar 

professional notices or devicesi- eneept-that-the-$!e%&ening 

may-be-used-if-they-are-&R-d&gR&%ed-ferm* 

. r- f 

. . , 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED‘HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
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e~ieRts~-~e~seRa~-frieR~a~-~R~-~e~~t~vea~--*t-~h~~~ 

Ret-state-biegraghiea&-d&&a-except-te-the-exteRt 

+4f--A-&ette~head-ef-e-&&wyep-&?eRt&fy&Rg-h&m-by 

name-aRd-~S-a-~awyerS- aRd-giv&Rg-k&s-addreaaea~-te&e- 

ph0Re-RWbe3?3 7-the-R-e-eg-h&s-~~w-~&~rn~-~aaee~~tea 

and-aRy-iRfermatieR-perRlitted-i5Rde~-BR-2-&057--A 

letterhead-ef-a-maw-f~~rn-May-~~ae-give-tea-ef 

members-aRd-asssei&ea~- and-Rames-aad-dates-pe&&&Rg 

te-deeeased-aRd-ret&~ed-membe~a~--A-&~wyer-m~y-be 

desigRated -Wf-&aRae&a-en-a-%etterhed-&f-he-has-& 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
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eentin~iRq-relatienskip-witk-a-~~~e~-er~ 

ether-then-as-a-pertner-er-asseePater--A-~awye~-e~ 

~ew-~i~m-mey-be-desigAated-a3-~6e~e~e~-~e~~se~~-e~ 

by-sPm~~e~-gPe~essie~e~-~e~e~e~ee-eA-4tat~e~e~y-e~ 

a-e&ie~t-i~-he-er-the-#i&~m-devetes-a-substent&e& 
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ame~at-eF-~refessiene~-t~rne-regrese~tet~e~ 

e&that-e&&en&-- Fhe-&etterhead-e&a-3uw-5km-may 

give-the-names-end-d&es-e&predeeesse~-5&~s-&~ 

a-eent&AtSRq-Sine-eGstieeess&erir 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
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aaaee&atieR F--Wie-l&at&Rq-sha&%-Ret-be-in-d&t&Ret&e 

ferm-er-type7-- A-&aw-firm-may-have-a-Gst&Rg-&R-the 

firrrt-~etme-se~e~ate-f~em-t~~t-ef-~ts-me~e~3-~~~-~3se- 

aaaee&atesy ad&lresses-eRd-te&epheRe-RdeFapeRe-e3F 

NO RESOLUTION PRESEtiTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. “B " 
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mere-fie3ds-ef-~ew-~n-wkiek-tke-~e~e~-e~-~Rw-f~~m 

eeReeRtrRtes7- te-the-extent-net-ppehkbkted-by-the 

auther~ty-hRV~ng-~ur~S~~et~3R-uR~e~-StRtR-~RW-3Ve~ 

the-sebjeet t-a-statement-thet-pRet&ee-&s-&%m&ted 

te-eRe-e%?-meEe-f&e&&-ef-&ewi-te-the-exteRt-Ret 

pEehib&ted-by-the-authe&ty-hevkag-=ju&sd&et&en 

memberships-in-bar-Rssee&Rt&ens~ -membersh&gs-aRd-effgees 

p~efess&enRik-%&eenses t-memberships-%R-se&eRt&f&ei-teeh- 

. 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
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eneesi-andi- with-tkeir-eensenti- neLRies-ef-e&gents-regu&Rr%y 

regresentedt- whether-credit-cards-er-etherFRrrRnqement3 

Rre-aeeeptedt- effiee-and-ether-hetir3-ef-evR&&Rbk&&ty? 

is-&mp&emented-by-3ueh-Rutihergty-&n-thet-&etey if it 

includes a statement or claim that is false, fraudulent, 

misleading, or deceptive within the meaning of DR 2-101 

(B) or that violates the regulations contained in 

DR 2-101(C). 

(B) A lawyer in-private-preetiee shall not practice 

under a-trade-RRmei a name that is misleading as to the 

identity, responsibility or status of those e'f-the-&Rwyer 

er-4Rwyers practicing thereunder," or 'is otherwise false, 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF TH&SO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. . , 
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fraudulent, misleading, or deceptive within the me'aninq of 

DR 2-101(B), or is contrary to law. BRder-such-Reel-er-a 

f~~-R~e-eeRteiR~Rq-R~es-ethe~-theR-these-e~-eRe-e~-me~e 

ef-the-&Rwyers-&A-the-f&rrni-except-th& However, the name 

of a professional corporation or professional association 

may contain "P.C." or "P.A." or similar symbols indicating 

the nature of the organization, and if otherwise lawful a 

firm may use as, or continue to include in, its name the name 

or'names of one or more deceased or retired members of 

the firm or of a predecessor firm in a continuing line of 

succession. A lawyer who assumes a judicial, legislative, 

or public executive or administrative post or office shall 

not permit his name to remain in the name of a law firm or 

to be used in professional notices of or public communica- 

tions by the firm during any significant period in which he 

is not actively and regularly ,practicing law as a member 

of the firm, and during such period other members of the 

firm shall not use his name in the firm name or in profes- 

sional notices of or public communications by the firm. 

(C) A lawyer shall not hold himself out as having a 

partnership with one or more other lawyers unless they are 

in fact partners. - 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. '1 B 1' 
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(D) 'A partnership shall not be formed & continued 

between or among lawyers licensed in different jurisdic- 

tions unless all enumerations of the members and associates 

of the firm on its letterhead and in other permissible 

listings make clear the jurisdictional limitations on those 

members and associates of the firm not licensed to practice 

in all listed jurisdictions; however, the same firm name 

may be used in each jurisdiction. 

w- (E) Nothing contained herein shall prohibit a 

lawyer from using or permitting the use of, in connection 

with his name, an earned degree or title derived therefrom 

indicating his training in the law. 

"B " 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
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DR 2-103 Recommendation or Solicitation of Professional Employ- 

ment. 

(A) A lawyer shall not seek by direct mail or other 

form of personal contact and shall not recommend employments 

as a private practitioner, of himself, his partner, or 

associate to a non-lawyer who has not sought his advise 
. 

regarding employment of a lawyer?, or assist another person 

in so doing, except that if success in asserting rights or 

defenses of his clients in litigation in the nature of a 

class action is dependent upon the joinder of others, a 

lawyer may accept employment from those he is permitted 

under applicable law to contact for the purpose of obtaining 

their joinder. This Disciplinary Rule does not prohibit a 

lawyer or his partner or associate or any other lawyer affili- 

ated with him or his firm from requesting referrals from a 

lawyer referral services operated, sponsored, or approved 

by a bar association or from cooperating with any other 

qualified legal assistance organization. 

Committee Note: Present DR 2-103(B) becomes DR 2-103(C) 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. "F " 
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affi&iated-wfth-himyer-kis-f&rrnT- 
\ 

as-e-private-praetit5eReri 

eneegt-that 

. 

$2+--He-may-eeeperate-w&h-the-&eqe&3erv&ee 

aetivit~es-ef-any-ef-the-eff~ees-er-erga~~3Rt~eR3 

e~umerated-&R-BZl-?-&8~~B+-(&+-th~eugh-+~+-Rnd-mRy 

perferm-&egRik-serv&ees-fey-these-te-whem-he-wRs 

reeemmeftded-by-&t-te-de-3ueh-wed+&fT 

fe+-+he-perseA-te-whem-the-reeeemmeRdRt&eR 

is-made-is-a-member-er-benef&e+i??y-ef-3ueh-eff~ee 

eM%?gRRi3RtieRT-RRd 

fb+--~he-&awyer-rema&R3-f~ee-te-exe~e$3e-h&3 

independent-prefess&eR&-$.dgment-eR-behdf-ef 

his-e&&eRtT 

-0% (B) A lawyer shall not knowingly assist a-per3eR 

ee an organization that furnishes or pays for legal services - 
. e- -2 

. 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. 
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Lo others to promote the use of his services or those: r~f hi:i 

im 1: :rl.ncr or associate or any other lawyer affiliat4 with h 

1 his firml exeept-as-permitted-%n-bH-2-46&+Bj-:--Hewe~~r~ 
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Lo others to promote the use of his services or those: r~f hi:i 

1: :rl.ncr or associate or any other lawyer affiliatt:d with him 

1 his firml exeept-as-permitted-%n-bH-2-46&+Bj-:--Hewe~~r7 

fn~s-dees-net-preh~b~t-R-~Rwyer-er-h~s-pRrtn~r-~r-a~s~~~~t~ 

~r-Rny-ether-~awyer-Rff~~~ated-w~th-h~m-er-h~s-f~rm-~r~m-b~~n~ 

reeemmendedT-emp&eyed-er-pR&d-byi- er-eeeperatiny-with7-ene 

nf-the-fe*~ew~nq-effiees-er-er-ergan~~Rt~ens-thet-~rem~t~-~h~-~~~ 
. 

ef-his-serv~ees-er-these-ef-h~s-~Rrtntr-er-Rssee~Rt~-~~-~ny 

ether-~Rwyer-aEf~~iRted-w~th-hia-f~rm-~f-th~r~-~~-ne 

interferenee-with-the-e~ere~se-ef-~nde~end~nt-~r~~~~~~5ne~ 

judgment-in-behe&f-ef-h5s-e&&ent- 

-(&j--A-&eqR&-R&d-eff+ee-er-p&&+e-defender 

effiee: 

+a+--8perRted-er-spensered-by-R-dB&y-Reered- 

ited-&Rw-sehee&o 

+b+-eperated-er-spensered-by-R-benR-f&4e 

r3enprefit-eemnwdty-e~gwi~5z~t&e~~ 

+e%--9perRted-er-spensered-by-e-geyernm.entR% 

Rqeneyr 

. 

NO RESOLUTION PRESEMTED'HCXEIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY 0' TX-:, ‘SSC- 
CIATIO:J UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE G' 2% 
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assee&Eitei- ner-aRy-ether-&awyepeff&&dted-w&th 

h&m-el?-his-fi??mi- ner-any-ReA-~a~eri-3h~~~-h~ve 

in&t&ted-er-gremeted-such-efgaB&zatieR-fey-the 

beRef&t-te-such-&awye3+- pertnerT-assee&ate-er 

affi&&ated-lawyer7 

. 

+e+--Such-erqan&cat&en-is-Ret-eperated-fey 

eutside-ef-the-&eqa&-3epv&ees-gPegram-ef-the 

erqanieatien7 

+dj---Fhe-member-ep-beRef&ekaEy-te-whem-the 

kaatEe~~- is-reeeqniaed-as-the-e&gent-ef-the-&wyep 

&R-the-matter? 

+ef--Any-member-ep-beBef&e&ary-whe-&!s-eB- 

fer-by-the-erqa&eatkeR-mayi-kf-such-m?mbe+er 

benefiekry-se-desix?esT- segeet-eeunsel-ether-than 

that-furnishedi- segeeted-ep-appeved-by-the 
. r.? 

. . , 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
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eiqaniegtie>-fer-the-part&eu&ar-matter-knve&vede * 

and-the-&eqe&-service-p&en-ef-gueh-ergen&zet4en 

provides-eppreprkete-re4$ef-fer-eny-member-er 

benefieiery-whe-esserts-e-e&e&m-thet-repregenta- 

tien-by-eeanse&-furn+3hedi-3e4eeted-er-eppreved 

wetl&d-be-unethieesi- imgreger-er-inedequete-under 

the-egreumstenees-ef-the-metteF-+nv&ved-and-tke , 

~~en-previ$es-en-egerepriaCe-greeee~~re-~e~-3ee~~n~ . 

such-re&iefT 

+f+--9Jhe-&ewyer-dees-net-knew-er-heve-eati3e 

te-knew-thet-such-ergen~~et~en-vie~et~en-of 

egp&%eab&e-hansi- ru&es-ef-eeurt-end-ether-&+ye% 

requgrements-that-gevern-<ts-&ega%-3erviee 

egeret&ens: 

+q+--6ueh-erqenizatien-he3-f&&ed-w%th-the 

appregrhte-d&seip&ina*y-autherkty-et-&ee3t 

anntie&~y-e-regert-wiCk-resgeel-te-~t3-~ega32 

serviee-p~an~-i~-eny~-3hew~ng-&t3-te~3~-~t3 

seheduse-ef-Benefit3i- its-subser~ptien-ehargesr 

agreements-w&th-eeunse&i-and-fkneneka&-re3u&ts 

ef-its-~eqa~-serviee-aet~v~t~e3-eri-~f-~t-~a3-fa~~3~ __ 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTJZD HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF :ZZ XZS- 
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te-de-se i-the-&ewyer-dees-net-knew-er-h&v&-ee&e 

te-knew-ef-3uek-fe&%ure7 

as a private practitioner, if: 

(1) The promotional activity involves use of a 

statement or claim that is false, fraudulent, misleading, 

or deceptive within the meaning of DR 2-101(B) or that 

violates the regulations contained in DR 2-101(C); or 

(2) The promotional activity involves the use 

of coercion, duress, compulsion, intimidation, threats, 

unwarranted promises of benefits, overpersuasion, 

overreaching, or vexatious or harassing conduct. 

f% (c) A lawyer shall not compensate or give anything 

of value to a person or organization to recommend or secure 

his employment by a client, or as a reward for having made 

a recommendation resulting in his employment by a client, 

except that he may pay for public communications permitted 

by DR 2-101 and the usual and reasonable fees or dues charged 

by an~-ef-the-erqanieat~e~3-~~3te~-~~-BR-~-~e3~B~~ a lawyer 

referral service operated, sponsored, or approved by a bar 

association.‘ 

I . c ..‘ _ 

.’ 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. 
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+S+' & A'lawyer shall not accept employment'when* 
"B " 

he knows or it is obvious that the person who seeks his 

services does so as a result of conduct prohibited under 

this Disciplinary Rule. 

DR 2-104 Suggestion of Need of Legal Services. 

(A). A lawyer who has given unsolicited advice to a 

staymars layperson that he should obtain counsel or take legal 

action shall not accept employment resulting from that 

advice, Teneept-that? 

~&t--A-Zawyer-may-aeeept-em@eyment-by-3-e&e3e 

f&eRdi-PeSRtiVei- fepmer-e&&en+-(if-the-a&gee-&3-ger- 

mane-te-the-fefmez-emp%eymentjT-er-ene-whem-the 

%awyer-reasenabgy-be&&eve3-te-be-e-e&&en& 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. "B " 
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+3f--A-Sawyer-whe-is-reeemmeude+-fupn&eh&ILei 
nB” 

if: 

(1) The advice embodies or implies a 

statement or claim that is false, fraudulent, 

c- : 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. 
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misleading, or deceptive within the meaning of 

DR 2-101(B); or that violates the regulations 

contained in DR 2-101(C); or 

(2) The advice involves the use by the 

lawyer of coercion, duress, compulsion, intim- 

idation, threats, unwarranted promises of 

. benefits, overpersuasion, overreaching, or 

vexatious or harassing conduct. 

DR 2-105 Limitation of Practice. 

(A) A lawyer shall not hold himself out publicly asL a 

sgeeia~~st-er-as-~i~~t~~~-h~s-praetieeS-~tte~ 

~nder-BR-G!-&6~fA+f6+ or imply that he is, a recognized or 

certified specialist, except as follows: 

(1) A lawyer admitted to practice before the 

United States Patent and Trademark Office may use the 

designation "Patents," "Patent Attorney," or "Patent Law- e 

yer," or any combination of those terms, on his letterhead 

and office sign. A lawyer engaged in the trademark prac- 

tice may use the designation "Trademarks," "Trademark 

NO RESOLUTION PRES!&TED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. 
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Attorney," or "Trademark Lawyer," or any combination 

of those terms, on his letterhead and office sign, 

and a lawyer engaged in the admiralty practice may use 

the designation "Admiralty," "Proctor in Admiralty," 

or "Admiralty Lawyer," or any combination of those terms, 

on his letterhead and office sign. 

Qn-a-ea&endar-year T-but-it-may-be-pub3&3hed-per&ed- 

iea~~y-in-~ega~-~e~r~a~3~ 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF'TBE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT-SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. . "B " 
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f4+ (2) A lawyer who is certified as *a ipkcialist 

in a particular field of law or law practice by [the au- 

thority having jurisdiction under state law over the subject 

of specialization by lawyers] may hold himself out as 

such specialist but only in accordance with the rules 

prescribed by that authority. 

U3) A statement, announcement, or holding out as 

limiting practice to a particular area or field of law 

does not constitute a violation of DR 2- 105(A) if the 

statement, announcement, or holding out complies with the 

designations and definitions authorized by [the agency 

having jurisdiction of the matter under state law] does 

.not include a statement or claim that is false, fraudulent, 

misleading, or deceptive within the meaning of DR 2-101(B) 

or that violates the regulations contained in DR 2-101(C), 

and if, [in a jurisdiction having a program for certifying 

specialists], it clearly reflects that the lawyer has not been 

officially recognized or certified as a specialist. 

* * * 

NO RESOLUTION PRESEkTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT'SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. 
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As used in the Disciplinary Rules of the Code of Professional 

Responsibility: 

(1) * * * 

(2) * * * 

(3) * * * 

(4) * * * 

(i, * * * 

(6) * * * 

(7) "A Bar association" includes a bar association of 

specialists as referred to in DR 2-105(A)(l) or f4+ (2). 

(8) "Qualified legal assistance organization" means 

aa-effiee-er-ergan~~at~e~-ene-e~e-ef-the-~e~~-ty~es-~~ste~ 

~n-aA-2-~83SBf~~f-f4~~-~~e~~s~~e a legal aid, public defender, 

or military assistance office; a lawyer referral service; 

or a bona fide organization that recommends, furnishes or pays 

for legal services to its members or beneficiaries, provided 

the office, service, or organization receives no profit from 

the rendition of legal services, is not designed to procure 

NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- 
CIATION UNTIL IT SHALL HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. 
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financial benefit or legal work for a lawyer as a private 

practitioner, does not infringe the individual member's 

freedom as a client to challenge the approved counsel or 

to select outside counsel at the client's expense, is not 

in violation of any applicable law, and has filed with [the 

appropriate disciplinary authority] at least annually a 

report with respect to its legal service plan. that-meets 
. 

a&%-the-requirements-thefeefy 

. c ; 
NO RESOLUTION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE ASSO- ! 
CIATION UNTIL'IT SHALL HAVE BEEti APPROVED BY THE HOUSE OF DELE- 
GATES. . , 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

In the Matter of Petition of 
Minnesota State Bar Association, 
a Minnesota nonprofit Corpora- ) 
tion, for Adoption of an Amendment ) 
to Canon 2 of the Minnesota Code 
of Professional Responsibility 

Exhibit 3 
Minnesota Proposal C 
For the Court's infor- 
mation in connection with 
Minnesota State Bar Asso- 
ciation Petition dated 
December 9, 1977 

Minnesota State Bar Association 
100 Minnesota Federal 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Building 
55402 

Attention: Kelton Gage, President 
(507) 387-1166 
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PROPOSAL "C" 

(Based on ABA Discussion Draft of 12/6/75) 

Canon 2 reads as follows: 

"A lawyer should assist the legal profession in fulfilling its duty to 
make legal counsel available." 

Historically, the profession has believed that advertising by lawyers was 
neither required nor appropriate to fulfill its responsibilities under this 
Canon. However, in the context of contemporary society, particularly with 
respect to its metropolitan characteristics in a service-oriented economy, the' 
continued validity of these beliefs has been questioned by some. The draft 
amendment would permit advertising by lawyers, unless the material contains 
"a false, fraudulent, misleading, deceptive or unfair statement or claim". The 
proposal defines such a statement as one which: 

"(1) contains a misrepresentation of fact; 
“(2) is likely to mislead or deceive because in context it makes only a 

partial disclosure of relevant facts; 
"(3) contains laudatory statements about a lawyer; 
"(4) is intended or is likely to create false or unjustified expectations 

of favorable results; 
"(5) implies unusual legal ability, other than as permitted by DR 2-105; 
“(6) conveys the impression that the lawyer is in a position to influence 

improperly 
"(7) 

any court, tribunal, or other public body or official; 
is intended or likely to result in a legal action or a legal position 
being taken or asserted merely to harass or maliciously injure another; 

“03) is intended or is likely to appeal primarily to a lay person's fears, 
greed, desires for revenge, or similar emotions; 

"(9) contains other representations or implications that in reasonable 
probability will cause an ordinary, prudent person to misunderstand 
or be deceived." 

Consistent with the foregoing Disciplinary Rules, changes in the Ethical 
Considerations of Canon 2, particularly EC 2-8 and EC 2-8A, have been drafted 
which read as follows: 

"EC 2-8. Selection of a lawyer by a lay person should be imformed. Ad- 
vice and recommendations of third parties - relatives, friends, acquaintances, 
business associates, or other lawyers - and proper publicity may be helpful. 
Advertisements and public communications, whether in law lists, announcement 
cards, newspapers or other forms, should be formulated to convey only informa- 
tion that is necessary to make an appropriate selection. Self-laudation 
should be avoided. Information that may be helpful in some situations would 
include: (1) office information, e.g., name, including name of law firm and 
names of professional associates; addresses; telephone numbers; and office 
hours; (2) biographical data; and (3) description of the practice, e.g. one or 
more fields of law in which the lawyer practices. 
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"The proper motivation for commercial publicity by lawyers lies in the need 
to inform the public of the availability of competent, independent legal counsel. 
The public benefit derived from advertising depends upon the usefulness of the 
information provided to the community or to the segment of the community to 
which it is directed. Advertising marked by excesses of content, volume, scope 
or frequency, or which unduly emphasizes unrepresentative biographical data, 
does not provide that public benefit. The example, undue prominence should not 
be given to a prior governmental position outside the context of biographical 
information. Similarly, the use of media whose scope or nature clearly suggests 
that the use is intended for self-laudation of the lawyer without concomitant 
benefit to the public does not serve the public need. Improper advertising may 
hinder informed selection of competent, independent counsel, and advertising in- 
volving excessive cost may unnecessarily increase fees for legal services. 

"EC2-8A. Advertisements and other public communications should make it 
apparent that the necessity and advisability of legal action depends on variant 
factors that must be evaluated individually. 
incomplete and misleading to a lay person. 

Fee information usually will be 
Therefore, public communications 

should not attempt to give fee information beyond a statement of a standard 
consultation fee, a statement of a range of fees for specific types of legal 
services, and the availability of credit arrangements. Because of the individ- 
uality of each legal problem, public statements regarding average, minimum or 
estimated fees normally will be deceiving as will commercial publicity conveying 
information as to results previously achieved, general or average solutions, or 
expected outcomes. For example, it would be misleading to advertise a set 
fee for a divorce case without disclosing the fact that the particular lawyer 
will not accept employment by every potential client for that fee. Advertise- 
ments or public claims that convey an impression that the ingenuity of the 
lawyer rather than the justice of the claim is determinative are similarly 
improper. Statistical data based on past performance or prediction of future 
success is deceptive because it ignores important variables. The context of 
factual assertions and opinions should be clearly evident in all public com- 
munications. It is improper to claim or imply an ability to influence a court, 
tribunal, or other public body or official by other than competent representation 
of a just cause. Commercial publicity and public communications should indicate 
the seriousness of undertaking any legal,action. Not only must commercial 
publicity be truthful but its accurate meaning must be apparent to the lay 
person with no legal background. Any commercial publicity for which payment 
is made should so indicate." 

The proposal would permit a lawyer to state the fields of law in which 
he practices. 

The proposal does not distinguish television, radio, newspapers, magazines, 
and direct mail advertisements. All paid advertisements must be identified as 
such. 

The suggested amendments would not affect existing prohibitions of solici- 
tation of clients by lawyers. 
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CANON 2 

A Lawyer Should Assist the Legal 
Profession in Fulfilling Its Duty to Make 

Legal Counsel Available 

EC 201 * * * 

Recognition of Legal Problems 

EC 2-2 The legal profession should assist lay persons to recognize legal prob- 
lems because such problems may not be self-revealing and often are not timely 
noticed. Therefore, lawyers should encourage and participate in educational 
and public relations programs concerning our legal system with particular re- 
ference to legal problems that frequently arise. Preparation of advertisements 
and professional articles for lay publications and participation in seminars, 
lectures, and civic programs should be motivated by a desire to benefit the 
public in its awareness of legal needs and selection of the most appropriate 
counsel. 

EC 2-3 Whether a lawyer acts properly in volunteering advice to a iay person 
to seek legal services depends upon the circumstances. The giving of advice 
that one should take legal action could well be in fulfillment of the duty of 
the legal profession to assist lay persons in recognizing legal problems. The 
advice is proper whenever it is motivated by a desire to protect one who does 
not recognize that he may have legal problems or who is ignorant of his legal 
rights or obligations. It is improper if motivated by a desire to cause legal 
action to be taken merely to harass or injure another. A lawyer best serves 
the public if he does not volunteer advice in order to obtain private gain in 
regard to employment. A lawyer should not contact a non-client, personally or 
through a representative, for the purpose of being retained to represent him 
for compensation. 

EC 2-4 Since motivation is subjective and often difficult to judge, the motives 
of a lawyer who volunteers advice likely to produce legal controversy may well 
be suspect if he receives professional employment or other benefits as a result. 
A lawyer who volunteers advice that one should obtain the services of a lawyer 
and who then accepts employment, compensation, or other benefit in connection 
with that matter gives at least the appearance of impropriety. However, it is 
not improper for a lawyer to volunteer such advice and render resulting legal 

. services to close friends, relatives, former clients, and regular clients. 

EC 2-5 A lawyer who writes or speaks for the purpose of educating members of 
the public to recognize their legal problems and informing them of his services 
should carefully refrain from giving or appearing to give a general solution 
applicable to all apparently similar individual problems, since slight changes 
in fact situations may require a material variance in the applicable advice; 
otherwise the public may be misled and misadvised. Talks and writings by 

*Additions Underlined 
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lawyers for lay persons should caution them not to attempt to solve individual 
problems upon the basis of the information contained therein. 

Selection of a Lawyer 

EC 2-6 * * * 

EC 2-7 Changed conditions, however, have seriously restricted the effectiveness 
of the traditional selection process. Often the reputations of lawyers are not 
sufficiently known to enable lay persons to make intelligent choices. The law 
has become increasingly complex and specialized. Few lawyers are willing and 
competent to deal with every kind of legal matter, and many lay persons have 
difficulty in determining the competence of lawyers to render different types 
of legal services. The selection of legal counsel is particularly difficult 
for transients, persons moving into new areas, persons of limited education or 
means, and others who have little or no contact with lawyers. Lack of informa- 
tion about the availability of lawyers and the expense of initial consultation 
have been said to lead lay persons to avoid seeking legal advice. 

EC 2-8 Selection of a lawyer by a lay person should be informed. Advice and 
recommendation of third parties - relatives, friends, acquaintances, business 
associates, or other lawyers - and proper publicity may be helpful.. Advertise- 
ments and public communications, whether in law lists, announcement cards, news- 
papers or other forms, should be formulated to convey only information that is 
necessary to make an appropriate selection. Self-laudation should be avoided. 
Information that may be helpful in some situations would include: (1) office 
information, e.g. name, including name of law firm and names of professional 
associates; addresses; telephone numbers; and office hours; (2) biographical 
data; and (3) description of the practice, e.g. one or more fields of law in 
which the lawyer practices. 

The proper motivation for commercial publicity by lawyers lies in the need 
to inform the public of the availability of competent, independent legal counsel 
The public benefit derived from advertising depends upon the usefulness of the 
information provided to the community or to the segment of the community to 
which it is directed. Advertising marked by excesses of content, volume, 

. 

scope or frequency, or which unduly emphasizes unrepresentative biographical 
data, does not provide that public benefit. For example, undue prominence 
should not be given to a prior governmental position outside the context of 
biographical information. Similarly, the use of media whose scope or nature 
clearly suggests that the use is intended for self-laudation of the lawyer 
without concomitant benefit to the public does not serve the public need. 
Improper advertising may hinder informed selection of competent, independent 
counsel, and advertising involving excessive cost may unnecessarily increase 
fees for legal services. 

. 



EC 2-8A Advertisements and other public communications should make it apparent 
that the necessity and advisability of legal action depends on variant factors 
that must be evaluated individually. Because of the individuality of each legal 
problem, public statements normally will be deceiving as to results previously 
achieved, general or average solutions, or expected outcomes. For example, it 
would be misleading to advertise a set fee for a divorce case without disclosing 
whether the particular lawyer will accept employment by every potential client 
for that fee. Advertisements or public claims that convey an impression that 
the ingenuity of the lawyer rather than the justice of the claim is determinative 
y are similar1 im ro er. 
of future success is deceptive because it ignores important variables. The con- 
text of factual assertions and opinions should be clearly evident in all public 
communications. It is improper to claim or imply an ability to influence a 
court, tribunal, or other public body or official by other than competent re- 
presentation of a just cause. Commercial publicity and public communications 
should indicate the seriousness of undertaking any legal action. Not only must 
commerical publicity be truthful but its accurate meaning must be apparent to 
the lay person with no legal background. 
payment is made should so indicate. 

Any commercial publicity for which 

EC 2-9 The traditional regulation of advertising by lawyers is rooted in the 
public interest. Competitive advertising through which a lawyer seeks business 
by use of extravagant, artful, self-laudatory or brash statements or appeals 
to fears and emotions could mislead and harm the lay person. Furthermore, 
public communications that would produce unrealistic expectations in particular 
cases and bring about distrust of the law and lawyers would be harmful to society. 
Thus, public confidence in our legal system would be impaired by such advertise- 
ments of professional services. The attorney-client relationship, being personal 
and unique, should not be established as a result of pressure or deceptions. 
The necessity of affording the public access to information relevant to legal 
rights has resulted in relaxation of the former restrictions against ad- 
vertising by lawyers. Those restrictions have long been relaxed in regard to 
law lists, announcement cards and institutional advertisinq and in certain 
other respects. Historically, those restrictions were imposed to prevent 
deceptive publicity that would mislead laypersons, cause distrust of the law 
and lawyers, and undermine public confidence in the legal system, and all 
lawyers should remain vigilant to prevent such results. Only unambiguous in- 
formation relevant to a lay person's decision regarding his legal rights or his 
selection of counsel is appropriate in public communications. 

EC 2-10 The Disciplinary Rules recognize the value of giving assistance in the 
selection process throush forms of advertisins that furnish identification of a 
lawyer whiie avoiding falsity deception, and-misrepresentation. All publicity 

l should be evaluated with regaid to its effect on the layperson with no legal 
experience. The layperson is best served if advertisements only identify 
lawyer and his location, indicate the fields of law in which the lawyer practices, 
contain no misleading fee information or emotional appeals, and emphasize the 
necessity of an individualized evaluation of the situation before conclusions 
as to legal needs and probable expenses can be made. The attorney-client 
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relationship must result from a free and informed choice by the lay person. Un- 
warranted promises of benefits, overpersuasion, or vexations or harassing conduct 
are improper. 

EC 2-11 The name under which a lawyer conducts his practice may be a factor in 
the selection process. The use of a name which could mislead lay persons con- 
cerning the identity, responsibility, and status of those practicing thereunder 
is not proper. For many years some law firms have used a firm name retaining 
one or more names of deceased or retired partners and such practice is not im- 
proper if the firm is a bona fide successor of a firm in which the deceased or 
retired person was a member, if the use of the name is authorized by law or by 
contract, and if the public is not misled thereby. However, the name of a 
partner who withdraws from a firm but continues to practice law should be omitted 
from the firm name in order to avoid misleading the public. 

EC 2-12 * * * 

EC 2-13 * * * 

EC 2-14 In some instances a lawyer confines his practice to a particular field 
of law. In the absence of state controls to insure the existence of special 
competence, a lawyer should not be permitted to hold himself out as a specialist 
or as having official recognition as a specialist, other than in the fields of 
admiralty, trademark, and patent law where holding one's self out as a specialist 
historically has been permitted. A lawyer may, however, publicly indicate the 
fields of law in which he practices. 

EC2-15 *** 

DR 2-101. Publicity and Advertising. 

(A) 

t 
(B) 

A lawyer shall not, on behalf of himself, his partner, or associate, or any 
other lawyer affiliated with him or his firm, use or participate in the use 
of any form of public communication containing a false, fraudulent, mis- 
leading, deceptive or unfair statement of claim. A "public communication" 
as used herein includes, but is not limited to, communication by means of 
television, radio, motion picture, newspaper, book, law list or legal 
directory. 

A false, fraudulent, misleading, deceptive or unfair statement or claim in- 
cludes a statement or claim which: 
(1) contains a misrepresentation of fact; 
(2) is likely to mislead or deceive because in context it makes only a 

143) 
) 

partial disclosure of relevant facts; 
contains laudatory statements about a lawyer; 
is intended or is likely to create false or.unjustified expectations of 
favorable results; 

(5) implies unusual legal ability, other than as permitted by DR 2-105; 
(6) conveys the impression that the lawyer is in a position to influence 

improperly any court, tribunal, or other public body or official; 
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(7) is intended or likely to result in a legal action or a legal position 
being taken or asserted merely to harass or maliciously injure another; 

(8) is intended or is likely to appeal primarily to a lay person's fears, 
greed, desires for revenge, or similar emotions; 

(9) contains other representations or implications that in reasonable proba- 
bility will cause an ordinary, prudent person to misunderstand or be 
deceived. 

A lawyer shall not compensate or give anything of value to a representative 
of the press, radio, television, or other communication medium in anticipation 
of or in return for professional publicity unless the fact of compensation is 
made known in such publicity. 

(D) If a paid advertisement is communicated to the public by use of radio or 
television, it shall be pre-recorded, approved for broadcast by the lawyer, 
and a recording of the actual transmission shall be retained by the lawyer. 

DR 2-102. Professional Notices, Letterheads, Office and Law Lists. 

(A) A lawyer or law firm may not use a professional card, professional announce- 
ment card, office sign, letterhead, telephone directory listing, law list, 
legal directory listing, or a similar professional notice or device if it 
includes a statement or claiK that is false, fraudulent, misleading, decep- 
tive or unfair within the meaning of DR 2-101 (B). 

(B) A lawyer shall not practice under a name that is misleading as to the 
identity, responsibility or status of those practicing thereunder, or is 
otherwise false, fraudulent, misleading, deceptive or unfair within the 
meaning of DR 2-101 (B), or is contrary to law. However, the name of a 
professional corporation or professional association may contain 'P.C." or 
"P.A." or similar symbols indicating the nature of the organization, and 
if otherwise lawful a firm may use as, or continue to include in, its name 
the name or names of one or more deceased or retired members of the firm 
or of a predecessor firm in a continuing line of succession. 
assumes a judicial, 

A lawyer who 
legislative, or public executive or administrative post 

or office shall not permit his name to remain in the name of a law firm or 
to be used in professional notices of or public communication by the firm 
during any significant period in which he is not actively and regularly 
practicing law as a member of the firm, and during such period other 
members of the firm shall not use his name in the firm name or in pro- 
fessional notices of or public communications by the firm. 

. (C) A lawyer shall not hold himself out as having a partnership with one or more 
other lawyers unless they are in fact partners. 

(D) A partnership shall not be formed or continued between or among lawyers 
licensed in different jurisdictions unless all enumerations of the members 
and associates of the firm on its letterhead and in other permissible list- 
ings make clear the jurisdictional limitations on those members and 
associates of the firm not licensed to practice in all listed jurisdictions; 
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however, the same firm name may be used in each jurisdiction. 

(E) Nothing contained herein shall prohibit a lawyer from using or permitting 
the use of, in connection with his name, an earned degree or title derived 
therefrom indicating his training in the law. 

DR 2-103. Recommendation or Soliciation of Professional Employment. 

(A) A lawyer shall not recommend emolovment or assist another person in recom- 
himself, his partner, or mending employment, as a private practitioner, of 

associate to a non-lawyer who has not sought his advice regarding employ- 
ment of a lawyer, except that if success in asserting rights or defenses 
of his clients in litigation in the nature of a class action is dependent 
upon the joinder of others, a lawyer may accept employment from those he 

to contact for the purpose of obtaining is permitted under applicable law 
thpi r ini ntior 

-..-.. G...‘...‘. . 

A lawyer shall not knowingly assist an organization that furnished or pays 
for legal services to others to promxe the use of his services or those 
of his partner, or associate, or any other lawyer affiliated with him or 
his firm, as a private practitioner, if: 
(1) the promotional activity involves use of a statement or claim that is 

false, fraudulent, misleading, deceptive or unfair within the meaning 
of DR 2-101 (B); or 

(2) the promotional activity involves the use of coercion, duress, compulsiol 
intimidat' -' Ion, threats, unwarranted promises of benefits, overpersuasion, 
overreach, ..J~ -_ __.___._.._ _. ..-.---...= -_.,__-_. ina. or vexations or haras<ina rnnd~rrt. 

m A lawyer shall not compensate or give anything of value to a person or 
organization to recommend or secure his employment by a client, or as a 
reward for having made a recommendation resulting in his employment by a 
client, except that he may pay for publicity and advertising permitted by 
DR 2-101 and the usual and reasonable fees or dues charged by a lawyer 
referral service operated, sponsored, or approved by a bar association. 

(D) A lawyer shall not accept employment when he knows or it is obvious that the 
person who seeks his services does so as a result of conduct prohibited under 
this Disciplinary Rule. 

DR 2-104 Suggestion of Need of Legal Services. 

(A) A lawyer who has given unsolicited advice to a lay person that he should 
obtain counsel or take legal action shall not accept employment resulting 
from that advice if: 
(1) The advice efnTjbdies or implies a statement or claim that is false, 

fraudulent, misleading, deceptive or unfair within the meaning of 
DR 2-101 B ; or 

1 L 

(2) The advice involves the use by the lawyer of coercion, duress, compulsion, 
intimidation, threats, unwarranted promises of benefits, overpersuasion, 
overreaching, or vexations or harassing conduct. 



(A) A lawyer shall not hold himseTf,,publicly as, or imply that he is, a 
recognized or certified specialist&except as follows: 
(1) A lawyer admitted to PracticdtIefore the United States Patent Office 

may use the designation "Patent;," "Patent Attorney," or "Patent Law- 
yer," or any combination of those terms, on his letterhead and office 
sign. A lawyer engaged in the trademark practice may use the designa- 
tion "Trademarks", "Trademark Attorney", or "Trademark Lawyer", or any 
combination of those terms, on his letterhead and office sign, and a 
lawyer engaged in the admiralty practice may use the designation 
"Admiralty", or "Admiralty Lawyer", or any combination of those terms, 
on his letterhead and office sign. 

(B) A statement or announcement that a lawyer practices in a particular area 
or field of law does not constitute a violation of DR 2-105 (A) if the 
statement, announcement, or holding out does not include a statement or 
claim that is false, fraudulent, misleading, deceptive or unfair within 
the meaning of DR 2-101 (B). 

*** 

Definitions 
As used in the Disciplinary Rules of the Code of Professional 

Responsibilitv: *** ” *** 
i,’ 

*** *** 
;j 

*** *** 
7) "A Bar association" includes a bar association of specialists as referred 

io in DR 2-105 (a) (1) 
(8) "Qualified legal a 
of-one of the four-type 
public defender, or mil 
bona fide organization 

or U4)l _(12- 
ssistance organization" means [an office or organization 
!s listed in DR 2-103(D) (l)-(4), inclusive] a legal aid, 
itary assistance office; a lawyer referral service; or a 
that recommends, furnishes or pays for legal services to 
aries, provided the office, service or organization re- 
:he rendition of leaal 

its members or benefici 
no profit from t ceives , services, is not designed to procure 

financial benefit or legal work for a lawyer as a private practitioner, does not 
infringe the individual member's freedom as a client to challenge the approved 
counsel or to select outside counsel at client's expense*is not in violation of 
any applicable la* and has filed with the appropriate d'iiciplinary authority at 
least annually a rFport wi$h respect to its legal servi(ce plan. [That meets all 
the requirements thereof.] 
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